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Social animals must constantly assess their environment to make appropriate 
decisions. In several fish species, chemosensory signaling is crucial for social 
communication, conveying information on sex, reproductive state, and social status. 
Despite its importance in fishes, relatively little is known about how they employ 
chemical signaling, with only a few of the over 30,000 extant species investigated thus 
far. Further, there is a scarcity of information about where and how socially-relevant 
chemosensory signals are processed in the brain of fishes, or how chemosensory 
signals are integrated with other senses to elicit appropriate behaviors. For my doctoral 
research, I examined the role of chemosensory signaling during social interactions in a 
model cichlid fish, Astatotilapia burtoni. I also examined neural activation patterns in 
various social contexts to understand how socially-relevant visual and chemosensory 
signals are processed in the brain. Finally, I examined levels of putative pheromone-
detecting receptors in the olfactory epithelium of juveniles and adults of varying social 
and reproductive status to gain insight into peripheral processing of sexually-relevant 
olfactory signals. I found that, similar to A. burtoni males, females use contextual urine 
release with higher urination rates in the presence of dominant males (reproductive 
context) and brooding females (aggressive context). Using in situ hybridization for the 
immediate early gene cfos as a proxy for neural activation, I identified key brain regions 
involved in mediating these context-specific behaviors. Further, I show that dominant 
males have altered behavioral and neural responses to visual and chemosensory 
signals from receptive females, which supports nonredundant signaling. Finally, using 
quantitative PCR I evaluated gene levels of all six putative pheromone detecting 
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receptors, oras, in the olfactory epithelium and found that expression of some oras 
varies with reproductive status in females but not males. These data reveal the neural 
substrates mediating intra- and inter-sexual social behaviors in a single fish species, 
advancing our understanding of how socially-relevant chemosensory information is 
processed in the brain. It also provides the framework for examining how olfaction is 
integrated with other sensory modalities in the brain to mediate social communication 







Since reproduction is arguably the most important event in an animal’s life, the 
role of sensory signals in coordinating reproductive behaviors is of fundamental 
biological importance. Fishes are the largest, most diverse group of vertebrates and are 
excellent models to examine the mechanisms of social communication from both a 
signaler and a receiver perspective. Their plastic behavioral repertoire and ease of 
social manipulation makes cichlid fishes, and the Lake Tanganyikan species 
Astatotilapia burtoni (Günther, 1894) in particular, important model systems for studying 
how information from an animal’s social environment contributes to behavioral and 
neural plasticity. Further, the recent genome sequencing of A. burtoni and other African 
cichlids provides the ability to address molecular level questions on gene function, 
sexual selection, and evolution (Brawand et al., 2014). Similar to other cichlid species, 
vision is the main sensory system employed in social interactions, but recent studies 
show that evolution of visual communication alone is not enough to account for the 
diversity of African cichlids in the Rift Valley lakes and suggests other sensory systems 
contribute to mate choice and speciation (Robinson et al., 2008; Van Straaden, 2011). 
Thus, studying other sensory modalities, such as chemosensory communication, as 
well as how social information is processed and integrated in the brain with an animal’s 
internal physiology will provide insights towards understanding sexual selection and 
speciation in this diverse group of vertebrates.  
Astatotilapia burtoni is a highly social fish with a well-described behavioral 
repertoire that includes territorial, aggressive, and reproductive displays (Fernald, 
1977). Males exist in two phenotypes, dominant or subordinate, but can and do 
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reversibly switch between social states many times within their lifetime, depending on 
the social environment. Subordinate males make up the majority of the population, are 
drably-colored, have suppressed reproductive systems, and do not maintain territories 
or typically spawn with females. Dominant males are brightly colored, actively court 
females to spawn, aggressively defend territories from other rival males, and have an 
up-regulated reproductive axis with higher circulating levels of sex steroids (Figure 1.1). 
The well-characterized and elaborate courtship displays by dominant males toward 
reproductively receptive females include body quivers, tail waggles, chases and leading 
of females into territories (Fernald, 1977). Once a female is gravid (ripe with eggs) and 
receptive, she will choose and follow a dominant male into his territory, spawn, and then 
brood the developing young in her mouth for about 2 weeks (mouthbrooding), which is a 
period of forced starvation and lower levels of circulating sex steroids. Once 
development is complete, brooding females release the young as free swimming fry. 
After release, females enter a recovery phase during which they return to feeding, and 
undergo ovarian recrudescence until they become gravid to engage in spawning again 
(Figure 1.1) (Renn et al., 2009).  
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In addition to reproductive displays, dominant males engage in aggressive 
displays to defend spawning territories. These behaviors include bites, chases, and 
lateral displays, during which males align parallel to each other and move their bodies to 
push water towards each other, demonstrating their size to rival males. Thus, a variety 
Figure 1.1. Astatotilapia burtoni male and female characteristics. A) Males are 
either brightly colored, territorial and dominant, or drably colored, non-territorial 
and subordinate. Males can reversibly switch between the two states depending 
on social environment. B) When females are gravid, they are receptive to spawn 
with males, after which they carry developing fry in the mouth for 2 weeks, which is 
a period of starvation. After releasing free-swimming fry, females undergo a 




of sensory systems are used in social interactions in A. burtoni. Similar to most cichlids, 
A. burtoni is a very visual fish, but the use of non-visual modalities would indeed be 
advantageous because their natural habitat in the shallow shore pools and riverine 
systems of Lake Tanganyika is dynamic with variable visual conditions. In fact, 
dominant males simultaneously perform visual and acoustic displays towards females, 
and females prefer males that engage in acoustic displays to those that do not 
(Maruska et al., 2012). Further, males use another sense, the mechanosensory lateral 
line system, which detects water movements, when assessing opponents during 
aggressive interactions. Males with ablated lateral lines take longer to engage in 
fighting, and are less likely to resolve the fight (Butler and Maruska, 2015). Both 
aggressive and reproductive interactions also involve direct contact, so tactile and 
somatosensory information is used as well. Thus, A. burtoni uses multimodal 
communication, or various sensory modalities, in several different social contexts 
(Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Maruska et al., 2012; Butler and Maruska, 2015; Field and 
Maruska, 2017). My doctoral research focuses on the use chemosensory signaling 
during social interactions. While it has been established that males use chemosensory 
signaling in both reproductive and aggressive interactions (Maruska and Fernald, 2012), 
whether females employ a similar signaling mechanism was previously unknown. While 
considerable research has examined the neural and molecular basis of reproductive 
chemosensory signaling in mammals (Isogai et al., 2011; Chamero et al., 2012), little is 
known about how and where sexually-relevant chemosensory signals are processed in 
the brain of fishes or how this information is integrated with other neural circuits 
mediating behaviors. My research uses the social African cichlid, Astatotilapia burtoni, 
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which relies on chemosensory signaling as part of its behavioral repertoire to investigate 
where and how this important chemosensory information is integrated with behavioral 
neural circuits to result in appropriate behavioral responses to social stimuli.  
Chemoreception in Fishes 
Chemoreception is the phylogenetically oldest sense in vertebrates, playing a 
crucial role in survival and reproduction (Mori, 2014). The chemosensory system of 
fishes, which is comprised of olfaction (smell), gustation (taste), and the solitary 
chemosensory cells (broad chemosense), is continuously exposed to water soluble-
compounds (Hara, 1994; Laberge and Hara, 2001). While chemicals released during 
social interactions have the potential to be detected via all of these chemosenses, 
several previous studies across multiple species show that socio-sexual behaviors are 
mediated by olfaction, rather than gustation (Fujita et al., 1991; Hara, 1994). Therefore, 
the focus of my experiments was on olfaction. By including a group of olfactory-ablated 
(anosmic) fish in my experiments, however, I confirm a role for olfaction, and not 
gustation, in relevant social contexts. 
Several fish species use chemosensory signaling in various social interactions 
with relevant compounds conveying important information on sex, social status, and 
reproductive fitness to receivers (Hara, 1994; Kotrschal, 2000). In fact, it is 
hypothesized that fishes may have been predisposed to developing a pheromone 
signaling system because gonadally-produced metabolites (innate indicators of 
reproductive state) are readily released into the water and detected by conspecifics 
(Doving, 1976). Hormonal pheromones in particular are known to induce behavioral 
and/or physiological responses in several fish species (Stacey, 2011). For example, in 
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goldfish (Carassius auratus), both males and females release pheromones that prime 
the opposite sex for reproduction and help to synchronize spawning, and anosmic male 
goldfish will often fail to spawn at all (Kawaguchi et al., 2014). Other fish species, such 
as trout and salmon, also release compounds that act as pheromones during 
reproduction (Stacey, 2003; 2011).  
While putative pheromone compounds may be released through the gills or skin, 
several species use intentional contextual urination as a means of social 
communication. Male swordtails (Xiphophorus spp.), for example, urinate more 
frequently in the presence of females (Rosenthal et al., 2011). Similarly, male 
Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus) increase urination frequency when 
exposed to receptive compared to non-receptive females, and when exposed to rival 
males. Further, dominant males release a sterol compound via the urine that signals 
social dominance to females and entices them to spawn, and females show a 10-fold 
increase in the oocyte maturation-inducing steroid, 12-20βP, when exposed to dominant 
male urine (Barata et al., 2008). Recently, two epimeric (20α and 20β) prename-triol 3-
glucurontaes were isolated from dominant male tilapia urine and induced a similar 
increase in 17-20,βP in females (Keller-Costa et al., 2014). These dominant males also 
have a more muscular urinary bladder than subordinate males, which stores more urine 
for potential release during social interactions (Barata et al., 2007). Nile tilapia 
(Oreochromis niloticus) also use chemosensory signals during social interactions. 
Juveniles of differing social rank show reduced aggression when water exchange is 
allowed between their compartments compared to when water exchange is not allowed 
(Giaquinto and Volpato, 1997).  Tilapia also show less aggression when paired with 
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familiar fish compared to unfamiliar fish, demonstrating that chemosensory signals can 
also convey general social status as well as individual recognition (Giaquinto and 
Volpato, 1997).  
Dominant A. burtoni males also alter urination in social contexts, showing 
increased urination towards receptive females and rival males (Maruska and Fernald, 
2012). In addition, exposure to male-conditioned water results in increased aggressive 
displays and attacks (Caprona and Crapon, 1980). The above-mentioned studies 
highlight the importance of chemosensory signaling in several fish species in various 
social contexts, including reproduction and establishment of social rank. While the use 
of urine as a social signal has been well-established in A. burtoni males (Maruska and 
Fernald, 2012), investigation of social signaling in both sexes is imperative to truly 
understand social communication within a species. My research investigates whether 
females employ a similar signaling mechanism of contextual urine release to that 
observed in males (see Chapter 2). Further, how males may respond to these signals 
from receptive females (see Chapter 3) will provide valuable insight into the evolution of 
chemosensory communication in vertebrates.  
Teleost olfactory organ 
 Fishes possess an olfactory epithelium (OE) that lies beneath the naris opening 
on either side of the head (Hansen and Zielinski, 2005). It was previously thought that 
fishes do not have a vomeronasal organ as observed in mammals. However there is 
recent evidence demonstrates the medial amygdala as an accessory olfactory system in 
zebrafish (Biechl, 2017). Contained in the OE are various types of olfactory receptor 
neurons (ORNs) that differ in the type of odorants they detect. The three main types of 
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ORNs in fishes are ciliated ORNs (cORNs), microvillus ORNs (mORNs), and crypt cells 
(Hansen and Zielinski, 2005). Recently, additional ORN types, Kappe neurons and 
pear-shaped neurons, have also been described in zebrafish (Ahuja et al., 2014; 
Wakisaka et al., 2017), but their precise function and presence in other species have 
yet to be determined. Each ORN type is morphologically distinct and located at different 
depths within the OE. cORNs have a large cell body located in the deepest layer of the 
OE with microvilli extending from the apical surface. mORNs are more slender in shape 
and located in the intermediate layer, while crypt cells are globose-shaped and 
generally located in the most superficial layer of the OE (Zeiske et al., 1992; Kotrschal, 
2000) (Figure 1.2). While ciliated and microvillus ORNs are found in higher vertebrates, 
crypt neurons are unique to fishes and are considerably more sparse in number 
compared to cORNs and mORNs (Zeiske et al., 1992; Sato and Suzuki, 2001; 
Schmachtenberg, 2006).  
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As in other vertebrates, teleost ORNs express G-protein coupled receptors. In 
fishes, these receptors are grouped into 3 main classes: odorant receptors (ORs), type 
1 and 2 vomeronasal-like receptors (V1Rs and V2Rs, now called ORAs and OLFC in 
fishes, respectively) and trace amine associated receptors (TAARS) (Alioto and Ngai, 
2005; Saraiva and Korsching, 2007). While the exact receptor type expressed in ORNs 
can vary with species, cORNs typically express ORs that are homologous to ORs found 
in mammals (Yoshihara, 2009) and these ORNs may express TAARs due to the 
location of these recptors in the OE (Hussain et al., 2009). mORNs express V2Rs, 
receptors homologous to mammalian V2R-type receptors (Yoshihara, 2009) and also 
express TAARs in some species (Hussain et al., 2009). The receptor type expressed by 






Figure 1.2. Olfactory receptor neurons in the teleost olfactory epithelium. Ciliated 
ORNs lie deepest in the OE, microvillus ORNs lie at an intermediate level in the 
OE, and crypt cells lie near the OE surface [adapted from (Yoshihara, 2014)].  
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gene family (ora1-ora6) and zebrafish crypt cells express one member of this family, 
ora4. (Oka et al., 2012). In mammals, vomeronasal sensory neurons express V1R and 
V2R receptors and are responsible for detecting pheromones (Isogai et al., 2011). The 
gene family encoding V1Rs (called ORAs in fishes) in mammals is very expansive, 
comprised of over 100 v1r genes. Recently, the ora gene family was described in fishes 
(Pfister and Rodriguez, 2005; Saraiva and Korsching, 2007), and in stark contrast to 
what is observed in mammals, this gene family is small with only 6 members (ora1-
ora6) and is highly conserved across fish species (Saraiva and Korsching, 2007; 
Johansson and Banks, 2011). This also differs from the other teleost ORN receptor 
classes (OR, V2R, and TAARs), which have a highly variable repertoire of genes due to 
lineage specific expansions (Hashiguchi and Nishida, 2006; 2007; Hussain et al., 2009). 
While the function of different ORAs in fishes remains relatively unknown, the highly 
conserved and rigidly maintained expression of the ora genes would be ideal for 
detecting evolutionarily-conserved chemical compounds, such as reproductive 
pheromones (Johansson and Banks, 2011). Indeed, the ora1 gene was functionally de-
orphanized in zebrafish and shown to be responsive to p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid 
(pHPAA), a putative reproductive pheromone that stimulates oviposition in females 
when detected by the olfactory system (Behrens et al., 2014). Thus, while considerable 
work has investigated expression and function of ORAs in a few fish species, additional 
research will help characterize the role of these highly conserved receptors in the 
detection of sexually-relevant compounds across diverse species. Further, a role for 
expression of ora genes in reproductive plasticity, such as that exhibited by A. burtoni, 
has yet to be determined.  
11 
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Detection of odorant classes by ORNs 
 In fishes, each ORN expresses one receptor-type and detects a specific 
functional class of odorant (Thommesen, 1982; 1983; Sato et al., 2007). Thus, the 
response profiles of ORNs are determined by the type of receptor they express (i.e., the 
receptor-type expressed by each ORN dictates which type of odorant the individual 
ORN is sensitive to). While it remains difficult to establish representative response 
profiles for each ORN type, several studies have provided insights into receptor-ligand 
interactions for ORs and VRs in the teleost OE. In the channel catfish, for example, 
cORNs and mORNs both respond to amino acids (Sato and Suzuki, 2001; Hansen et 
al., 2003; Schmachtenberg and Bacigalupo, 2004). However, cORNs also respond to 
bile acids involved in the alarm response (Doving and Lastein, 2009), and mORNs also 
respond to nucleotides (Hansen et al., 2003). In goldfish, it was shown that food and 
pheromone detection mechanisms in the OE differ greatly. Detection of odorants 
classes conveying food information is quite complex with involvement of a variety of 
ORN types with overlapping responses to various food odorants. In contrast, 
pheromone detection is highly specific and specialized with only very small subsets of 
ORNs involved. While some of these responses to sex pheromones appear to be 
mediated by ciliated OSNs, a portion of the cell type(s) that responded to sex 
pheromones could not be determined, but are likely crypt neurons (Sato and Sorensen, 
2018). Compared to the current knowledge of response profiles of mORNs and cORNs 





Crypt neurons and pheromone detection 
 Crypt cells are sparse in number compared to cORNs and mORNs, and are 
typically located in the most superficial layer of the teleost OE (Zeiske et al., 1992; Sato 
and Suzuki, 2001). While the exact role of these recently discovered ORNs has yet to 
be determined, several lines of research suggest a role in pheromone detection. For 
example, in sexually mature carp, crypt neurons increase in density and localize to the 
surface of the OE during the breeding season, presumably for easier detection of 
sexually-relevant compounds (Hamdani el et al., 2008). The response of crypt neurons 
to different odorants throughout the life of some fish species also supports pheromone 
detection. In juvenile trout, for example, subsets of crypt neurons are responsive to 
amino acids, bile salts, or reproductive pheromones (Schmachtenberg, 2006; Vielma et 
al., 2008; Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012), but when trout become sexually mature, 
most crypt cells will instead respond preferentially to reproductive pheromones from the 
opposite sex (Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012). Considerably less is known about 
the function of crypt cells in fishes compared to other ORN classes. As A. burtoni uses 
pheromones to communicate and coordinate reproductive events, my research aims to 
identify this ORN type in A. burtoni, and investigate a possible role for crypt cells in 
pheromonal communication and reproductive plasticity in this species (see Chapter 4).  
ORN projections 
 In mammals, ORNs are anatomically organized in the olfactory and vomeronasal 
organs (Touhara and Vosshall, 2009). In teleosts, however, ORNs expressing the same 
receptor types are widely distributed throughout the OE (Baier and Korsching, 1994; 
Weth et al., 1996; Kermen et al., 2013), but send projections to the same glomerulus 
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(dense collections of neuropil that are comprised of olfactory nerve terminals and 
dendrites of mitral cells) within the olfactory bulb (OB) via the olfactory nerve (Figure 
1.3) (Miyasaka et al., 2009; Kermen et al., 2013). The OB is comprised of four main 
layers: the primary olfactory fiber layer (POFL) the glomerular layer (GL), the external 
cellular layer (ECL), and the internal cellular layer [reviewed in (Kermen et al., 2013)]. 
The most superficial layer, the POFL, contains the fibers of the olfactory nerve. Just 
deep to the POFL lies the GL containing glomeruli where olfactory nerve axons synapse 
with the dendrites of mitral cells, one of the main cell types of the OB [reviewed in 
(Kermen et al., 2013)]. Glutamatergic mitral cells receive direct inputs from ORNs and 
send signals from the OB to the telencephalon for further processing and integration 
(Fuller et al., 2006; Miyasaka et al., 2009). The ECL contains the cell bodies of mitral 
cells while the ICL contains cell bodies of interneurons, such as GABAergic granule 
cells, which make dendro-dendritic synapses with mitral cells to modulate neural signals 
(Kermen et al., 2013) (Figure 1.3).  
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Glomeruli that are activated by structurally similar odorants are organized in the 
OB, forming a chemotopic map (Friedrich et al., 2009). Thommesen inferred the idea of 
a chemotopic map in the olfactory bulb of teleosts in 1978 (Thommesen, 1978), 
Figure 1.3. Organization of the fish olfactory system. ORNs are distributed 
throughout different depths of the olfactory epithelium (OE) and send projections in 
the olfactory nerve (ON) to the olfactory bulb (OB). The OB is comprised of four 
main layers. The outermost layer is the primary olfactory fiber layer (POFL) 
containing axons from the ON. The glomerular layer (GL) contains glomeruli where 
axons of the ON synapse onto mitral cell dendrites. The external cell layer (ECL) 
contains the cell bodies of mitral and ruffed cells. The internal cell layer contains 
cell bodies of various interneurons, including GABAergic granule cells [adapted 

















however only recently have the specific projection patterns of different ORNs been 
mapped with the use of molecular techniques. In zebrafish, for example, cORNs project 
to the dorsal and medial OB, mORNs project to the lateral OB (Sato and Suzuki, 2001; 
Sato et al., 2005), and crypt neurons project to the dorsomedial OB (Gayoso et al., 
2012). This projection pattern, however, can vary with species. In carp, for example, 
crypt neurons project to the ventral OB, which differs from the zebrafish (Hamdani el 
and Doving, 2006). Despite some spatial variation between species, generally each 
glomerulus receives input from ORNs expressing the same receptor type (Sato et al., 
2005; 2007) (Figure 1.3). However, some glomeruli can be activated by subsets of ORN 
types with different odorant specificities (Hansson et al., 2015). A single odorant can 
potentially activate several receptor types, and each receptor may bind different 
odorants, resulting in inputs to different ensembles of glomeruli (Friedrich and 
Korsching, 1997; 1998).  
Processing of socially-relevant odorants in the telencephalon 
 From the OB, olfactory signals are sent to higher brain centers via the lateral and 
medial olfactory tracts (LOT and MOT, respectively) (Sheldon, 1912). In several fish 
species, the MOT is further subdivided into the lateral and medial portions, lMOT and 
mMOT (Sheldon, 1912; Finger, 1975; Bass, 1981). In general, cORNs project to 
glomeruli that connect to the telencephalon via the mMOT, while mORNs project to 
glomeruli connecting to the LOT (Sato et al., 2005; 2007), and crypt cells send axons to 
glomeruli projecting to the lMOT (Hamdani el and Doving, 2006; Gayoso et al., 2012). 
The anatomical separation of the olfactory tracts allows for experimental determination 
of their functional roles. Electrical stimulation of the MOT, for example, induces alarm 
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behavior while stimulation of the LOT induces feeding behavior (Doving and Selset, 
1980), and ablation of the LOT inhibits feeding behavior (Hamdani et al., 2001). 
Similarly, ablation of the lMOT affects reproductive behavior (Weltzien et al., 2003). 
These studies collectively demonstrate that each olfactory tract sends specific 
projections to the telencephalon based on the glomerulus receiving projections from a 
specific ORN type.  
 In the telencephalon, olfactory tract projections are further processed by broader, 
overlapping odor representations (Bazaes et al., 2013). The ventral part of the ventral 
telencephalon (Vv) (partial homolog of the mammalian lateral septum) and the posterior 
part of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp) (putative homolog of the mammalian olfactory 
cortex) serve as terminals for different olfactory tracts (Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998). 
The mMOT, for example, terminates in the Vv and Dp while the LOT terminates in the 
Dp only, and the lMOT in the Vv, Dp, and supracomissural nucleus of the ventral 
telencephalon (Vs) (putative homolog in part to mammalian medial amygdala) 
(Nieuwenhuys, 2011). Specific functions of these brain regions in olfactory processing 
and behavioral output appears to differ between species. While considerable work has 
investigated how these olfactory tracts and brain regions respond to specific odorants in 
teleosts (Bazaes et al., 2013), more information is needed. For example, less is known 
about the processing of information from odors and odor mixtures above the primary 
olfactory processing regions, especially in the context of those eliciting behavioral 





Central processing of social cues 
Social animals must constantly integrate information from their environment with 
their own internal state to make appropriate behavioral decisions. But, where and how 
does the brain process socially-relevant signals? Across vertebrates, processing of 
social cues to elicit suitable behavioral responses is thought to be mediated by the 
conserved brain nuclei of the social decision making network (SDMN). This network is 
comprised of the brain regions of the mesolimbic reward system and social behavior 
network (SBN) (O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011) (Figure 1.4). The SBN, as originally 
described by Newman (1999) in mammals, is composed of six brain nuclei that are 
interconnected, express sex steroid receptors, and are involved in sexual behavior, 
aggression, and parental care. The mesolimbic reward system contains regions 
involved in evaluating external stimuli, including (but not limited to) dopaminergic brain 
centers involved in reward and arousal (Wickens et al., 2007). Thus, the SDMN is 
described as an integrated network encompassing both the SBN and the mesolimbic 
reward system (O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). In teleosts, the brain regions exclusive 
to the SBN are POA (preoptic area), VTn (ventral tuberal nucleus), ATn (anterior tuberal 
nucleus), and PAG (periaqueductal gray). The regions exclusive to the mesolimbic 
system are Dl (lateral part of dorsal telencephalon), Dm (medial part of the dorsal 
telencephalon), TPp (periventricular nucleus of the posterior tuberculum), Vd (dorsal 
part of ventral telencephalon), Vc (ventral part of ventral telencephalon), and Vl (lateral 
part of the ventral telencephalon). Two regions, Vs (supracomissural part of the ventral 
telencephalon) and Vv (ventral part of ventral telencephalon), are shared by both 
networks (Newman, 1999; O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011) (Figure 1.4). The acceptance 
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of the SDMN as a pan-vertebrate model, however, requires experimental testing of how 
these brain regions are involved in or respond to varying social contexts in different 
vertebrate taxa.! 
How does the brain process socially-relevant signals? My research investigates 
not only regions of the SDMN, but also regions involved in processing sensory signals. 
Using markers for neural activation, I investigated how these brain regions are 
differentially activated with various social and sensory stimuli (see Chapters 2 and 3). 
Further, I examined how these regions may work together as a functional network to 
process social information to elicit an appropriate behavioral response. Further, my 
work focuses on these questions from both a signaler and receiver perspective within a 
single species. While several studies have examined behavioral responses and neural 
processing of signals from either a signaler or a receiver perspective, studies examining 
social communication in both signalers and receivers within a single species are 
extremely limited. A better understanding of inter- and intra- sexual social behaviors by 
both sexes in a single fish species will help shed light on the evolution of social 
behaviors across taxa. While interpreting and exhibiting appropriate behaviors is crucial 
to survival, the brain regions involved in processing social cues to elicit adaptive 
behaviors remain elusive. Using behavioral, cellular, and molecular techniques, I aimed 
to investigate the links between socially-relevant sensory input and behavioral output, 






Specific Aims and Organization of Dissertation  
The overall goal of my research is to test hypotheses on the behavioral function and 
neural processing of socially-relevant chemosensory signals. The following specific 
research topics will be addressed: 
Chapter 2: Gravid A. burtoni females exhibit contextual urine release, 
aggressive behaviors, and neural activation in different social environments 
 
In this chapter, I investigated whether A. burtoni females contextually release urine 
in various social contexts. I demonstrate that gravid females increase urination in 
reproductive (inter-sexual) and aggressive (intra-sexual) contexts. Intriguingly, 
aggressive interactions with other females depended on reproductive state, and 
aggressive displays by gravid females positively correlated with urination rate. Further, 
those gravid females exposed to various social contexts also showed differential neural 
Figure 1.4. Transverse sections through the teleost fish brain showing the 
nuclei of the social decision making network. Regions of the social behavior 
network are shown in yellow, regions of the mesolimbic reward system are 
shown in blue, and regions shared between the two are shown in green. Only 
the left side of the brain section is shown in each panel. Schematic at left 
shows lateral view of A. burtoni brain with approximate location of each panel 



















activation patterns in regions of the SDMN. I identify functional connectivity between 
specific regions and show that this connectivity changed with varying degrees of social 
salience (high vs. low social salience). Coupled with previous studies, my results of 
Chapter 2 revealed chemosensory communication between both sexes of A. burtoni, as 
well as previously unreported contextual aggression between females dependent on 
reproductive state. Chapter 2 was published in Journal of Experimental Biology, and 
therefore some aspects of this dissertation will be repetitive (background information). 
The Journal of Experimental Biology granted permission to include the study in this 
dissertation. 
Chapter 3: How do sexually-relevant visual and chemosensory signals affect 
behavior, physiology, and neural activation patterns in dominant A. burtoni 
males? 
 
In Chapter 3, I demonstrate that visual and chemosensory signals from gravid 
females elicit specific behaviors and neural activation patterns in dominant male 
receivers. Importantly, these signals result in different behaviors and activation of 
relevant brain regions when presented alone and together. Multimodal sensory signals 
are prevalent across vertebrates, and signals from different sensory modalities can 
convey different information. Here, I also demonstrate that visual and chemosensory 
signaling is non-redundant (conveys multiple messages) in A. burtoni. How relevant 
information from different sensory channels are integrated with each other in the brain, 
and with an animals’ internal state, is relatively unknown. I also identify regions of the 
SDMN, as well as sensory processing regions, that are differentially activated with 
visual and chemosensory signals alone and together, providing insight into how these 
important signals are integrated with neural circuits to produce crucial behavioral 
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responses. Chapter 3 has been submitted to Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience as 
part of a special topics collection on “Social Decision-Making in Animals” and is 
currently in review.  
Chapter 4: Do expression levels of putative pheromone-detecting olfactory 
receptors and olfactory receptor neurons change with reproductive state 
and/or social status? 
 
In Chapter 4, I measure gene expression levels of the vomeronasal-like type 1 
receptors (Fugikaha et al.) in A. burtoni juveniles and adults of varying reproductive and 
social states. My results show different expression profiles for males and females, with 
ovulated females having the highest expression in 3 of the 6 investigated ora genes. I 
also identify expression of the fish-specific ORN, the crypt cell in the A. burtoni OE. This 
identification lays the groundwork for future studies investigating how crypt cell 
expression and location within the OE might change to better detect conspecifics in 
reproductive scenarios. As fishes make up more than half of all vertebrates, this work 
provides important insights on the evolution of mechanisms for pheromonal 
communication. 
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CONTEXT-DEPENDENT CHEMOSENSORY SIGNALING, 
AGGRESSION, AND NEURAL ACTIVATION PATTERNS IN GRAVID 
FEMALE AFRICAN CICHLID FISH1 
Introduction 
Social animals must constantly integrate their own internal state with their 
environment to make appropriate behavioral decisions, such as those involved in 
mating, parental care, and aggression. Most animals live in a multimodal world, making 
the signaling, reception, and integration of information across several senses, such as 
vision, audition, mechanoreception, somatosensation, and chemoreception, crucial for 
their ability to respond appropriately to relevant stimuli (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 
2000). For example, while visual signals can be used to communicate over relatively 
long distances, chemical signaling is often employed while in close proximity to provide 
additional information on an individual’s sex and reproductive fitness (Sorensen, 1992; 
Rollmann et al., 1999; Chamero et al., 2012). While it is known that detection of these 
signals is crucial for animals to make social decisions, most studies address animal 
communication only from the perspective of the receiver or the sender. To gain better 
insight into animal communication, it is important that social signaling be understood 
from the perspective of both signalers and receivers in different social contexts.  
! Chemoreception is a phylogenetically old sense among vertebrates that is 
imperative for survival and reproduction across diverse animal taxa from insects to 
mammals (Kotrschal, 2000; Isogai et al., 2011). In fishes, chemoreception is used for 
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*This chapter previously appeared as “Context-dependent chemosensory signaling, 
aggression, and neural activation patterns in gravid female African cichlid fish” K.E. 
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food detection, predator avoidance, migration, kin recognition, and reproduction, with 
relevant compounds detected by the olfactory and gustatory systems (Hara, 1994; 
Kotrschal, 2000). The use of urine as a means of chemical communication is widely 
employed across fish species, conveying information on sex, reproductive fitness, 
metabolic state, and social status (Giaquinto and Volpato, 1997; Stacey, 2011). 
Whether urine is actively or passively released in inter- and intra-sexual social contexts, 
however, varies across species (Almeida et al., 2005; Appelt and Sorensen, 2007; 
Keller-Costa et al., 2015). Despite the importance of chemical signaling in fishes, 
relatively little is known about how most species use chemosensory communication, 
with only a few of the more than 30,000 extant species investigated thus far. Further, 
few studies examine chemical signaling in inter- and intra-sexual interactions in both 
sexes of a single species, which is important for understanding the selective pressures 
that have shaped the evolution of communication systems. 
  Cichlid fishes are excellent models to examine the mechanisms of 
communication from both a signaler and a receiver perspective. Their plastic behavioral 
repertoire, ease of social manipulation, and recent genome sequencing makes cichlids, 
and Astatotilapia burtoni in particular, an important model for studying sexual selection 
and the behavioral and molecular basis of complex social communication (Van 
Straaden, 2011; Brawand et al., 2014; Maruska and Fernald, 2014) A. burtoni dominant 
males engage in aggressive displays to defend spawning territories from rival males, 
and actively court females, enticing them into their territories to spawn by performing 
elaborate courtship displays consisting of body quivers, tail waggles, chases, and 




(full of ripe eggs) and reproductively-receptive, she will choose and follow a dominant 
male into his territory, spawn, and then brood the developing young in her mouth for 
about two weeks (mouth-brooding) (Renn et al., 2009). A. burtoni is a very visual fish, 
but the use of non-visual modalities such as chemosensory communication would be 
advantageous because their natural habitat in the shallow shore pools of Lake 
Tanganyika is dynamic with variable visual conditions (Fernald, 1977). In fact, recent 
research shows that dominant A. burtoni males simultaneously perform visual and 
acoustic displays towards females (Maruska et al., 2012), as well as active 
chemosensory signaling via urination (Maruska and Fernald, 2012). Further, A. burtoni 
males increase reproductive behaviors when exposed to water that housed gravid 
females, suggesting that compounds released by females are used in reproduction 
(Crapon de Caprona, 1980). How A. burtoni females might alter release of relevant 
chemical cues in different social contexts, however, remains unexplored. 
Across vertebrates, information received via multiple sensory channels must be 
integrated in the brain to elicit suitable behavioral responses.  Processing of this social 
information is mediated by conserved, interconnected brain nuclei of the social behavior 
network (SBN) (Newman, 1999; Goodson, 2005). This network of brain regions may 
also interact with regions of the mesolimbic reward system to form a larger conserved 
social decision-making network (SDMN) (O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). The 
acceptance of the SDMN as a pan-vertebrate model, however, requires experimental 
testing of how these brain regions are involved in or respond to varying social contexts 
in a wide range of diverse vertebrate taxa. Understanding neural activation patterns 




and behavioral output, as well as provide insight into the evolution of social behavior 
across vertebrates. 
The goals of this study were two-fold. First, we tested the hypothesis that gravid 
A. burtoni females show context-dependent chemosensory signaling and social 
behaviors, such as aggressive displays, in different social environments. Second, to 
better understand the role of the SDMN in context-dependent behaviors, we used in situ 
hybridization for the immediate early gene (IEG) cfos to examine neural activation 
patterns of gravid females exposed to different social contexts. This allowed us to 
identify and localize regions of the female brain that are activated in contexts that differ 
in social valence (e.g., inter-sexual, intra-sexual, low social salience), and during the 
display of context-dependent behaviors such as chemosensory signaling and 
aggression. 
Materials and Methods 
Experimental animals 
Adult Astatotilapia burtoni (Günther, 1894) from a wild-caught stock were kept in 
aquaria under water and lighting conditions that are similar to their natural habitat in 
Lake Tanganyika Africa (28°C; pH 8.0; 12h light:12h dark cycle). These fish were bred 
in laboratories since original collection in the 1970s and exhibit behaviors similar to 
those in wild populations (Fernald, 1977). Aquaria contained gravel-covered floors and 
half terra cotta pots to serve as shelters and spawning territories. Fish were fed cichlid 
flakes (AquaDine, Healdsburg, CA, USA) daily and supplemented with brine shrimp 
twice a week. All experiments were performed in accordance with the recommendations 




of Laboratory Animals, 2011. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA. 
Experimental protocol 
To test for context-specific chemosensory signaling, behavior, and brain 
activation patterns of gravid females, experiments were conducted in 10-gallon aquaria 
partitioned into 3 equal-sized compartments (26x16.5x33 cm for each) (Figure 2.1A-B). 
Each compartment contained a half terra cotta pot to serve as a territory/shelter and 
compartments were separated by clear acrylic barriers that were permanently sealed 
into the walls and floor of the tank to ensure no transfer of water or odorants between 
adjacent sections. The seals were verified by placing colored dye into the water of a 
single compartment and observing no transfer of dyed water between compartments. All 
experimental compartments were drained and refilled between experiments to prevent 
cross-experiment contamination. Aquaria contained white gravel and a white backdrop 
to more effectively visualize the blue dye concentrated in the urine as it was released 
from the fish (see below). Prior to each experimental trial, one of four different context-
specific stimulus fish (i.e., adult dominant male, gravid female, brooding female, or 
juveniles) from community breeding tanks of mixed multiple broods were selected and 
placed in experimental compartments and allowed to acclimate for 24-48 hours in the 
center compartment while visually exposed to a community consisting of one dominant 
male and three females in the right adjacent compartment. During acclimation, a black, 
removable barrier visually blocked the left empty experimental compartment until the 





Dye injection and experimental procedure 
Focal gravid females were selected from community tanks the day before 
experimental trials prior to feeding, and chosen based on extended abdomen indicating 
the presence of large ova. Reproductive potential was established after experiments by 
measuring gonadosomatic index (GSI=[gonad mass/body mass]*100), and only focal 
gravid females with GSI>7.0 were used in analyses. On the evening before the 
experimental trial (16:30h -18:00h), focal females were injected with 15-20 µL of Patent 
Blue Violet (PBV) dye (25 mg ml-1 in 0.9% saline, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc, St Louis, MO, 
USA) into the dorsal musculature. PBV is an innocuous dye that concentrates in the 
urinary bladder, producing easily visible urine pulses, and was used in previous studies 
to quantify fish urination rates (Appelt and Sorensen, 2007; Barata et al., 2007; Barata 
et al., 2008; Maruska and Fernald, 2012) (Figure 2.1). After injection, females were 
placed in a bucket of community tank water for 5 minutes to allow excess dye to leach 
out of the skin, and then acclimated overnight in the left compartment of the 
experimental tank that was visually separated from the center compartment by a black 
barrier (Figure 2.1). On the following morning, behavioral trials began prior to feeding 
between 08:20h and 09:00h. Each trial consisted of a 20-minute pre-stimulus period 
with the focal gravid female still in isolation to obtain baseline urination data for that 
individual fish. Immediately after the pre-stimulus period, the focal female was quickly 
moved via dip-net to the center compartment for a 30-minute stimulus period. The black 
barrier was simultaneously moved from the left side to the right side of the center 
compartment to expose the now empty left compartment and block visualization of the 




To test the hypothesis that gravid females show context-dependent urination and 
behavior, focal females were exposed to the following different social contexts: 
Figure 2.1. Experimental tank setup and example of urine pulse release behavior from 
gravid female Astatotilapia burtoni. (A) To examine context-dependent chemosensory 
signaling, aggression, and neural activation, focal gravid females (blue fish) were 
injected with patent blue violet dye on the evening prior to experiments, and isolated 
in the left compartment overnight behind a removable opaque black barrier. Stimulus 
fish (dominant male condition is shown, and all stimulus conditions are listed below) 
were acclimated in the center compartment with visual exposure to a community in 
the right compartment for 2 days prior to experiments. On the morning of the 
experimental trial, a 20-minute pre-stimulus period was filmed and viewed live by an 
observer to obtain baseline behaviors and urination rates. (B) Immediately following 
the pre-stimulus period, the focal female was moved into the center compartment with 
the stimulus fish. The opaque barrier was simultaneously moved from the left to the 
right side, visually blocking the community on the right and exposing an empty 
compartment on the left. A 30-minute stimulus period was filmed and viewed live to 
quantify behaviors and urination rates. (C) Example urine pulse (arrow) released from 
focal gravid female. (D) Example of the temporal sequence of urine release and 
aggressive behaviors exhibited by a focal gravid female exposed to a brooding 
female. Urine release never occurred coincidentally with aggressive behaviors, but 
rather, at times of pausing or slow swimming. Each vertical mark represents a single 
























dominant males (inter-sexual) (N=14), gravid females and brooding females (intra-!
sexual) (N=10 gravid, N=11 brooding), juveniles (low social salience) (N=12), empty 
compartment (N=11).! Each focal gravid female was only used once, such that 58 gravid 
females (SL 36.08±1.88 mm) (mean ± s.d.) were used for this experiment. All adult 
stimulus fish were appropriately size-matched to the focal female and only juveniles (SL 
≤ 9.0 mm) showing no coloration or reproductive behaviors were used as stimulus fish. 
All brooding females (SL 36.33 ± 1.73 mm) used as stimulus fish were 4-6 days into the 
12-day brooding cycle and carrying developing fry. All stimulus males were deemed 
dominant by exhibiting bright coloration and showing behaviors typical of dominance 
(i.e. defending a territory, courting females), (SL 43.0 ± 3.69 mm) and had GSI ≥ 0.70. 
All stimulus and focal gravid females had a GSI within 0.40 of one another in each 
experiment to ensure matched reproductive state. All trials were filmed and viewed live 
by an observer to quantify behaviors of focal gravid females. Behaviors were classified 
into two categories: chemosensory signals and other social behaviors. Chemosensory 
signals included number of urine pulses, and other social behaviors consisted of 
aggressive behaviors including bites and lateral displays. Bites occurred when one fish 
opened its mouth and bit another fish, typically on the side of the body. Lateral displays 
are typically performed in aggressive interactions and involve two fish orienting parallel 
to each other in close proximity and vigorously shaking their bodies. During lateral 
displays the jaw is distended, opercula are spread, and all fins are erect. In all female-
female exposure trials, aggressive behaviors of both the focal gravid female and the 
stimulus females (gravid or brooding) were quantified to better characterize the 





Focal females remained in the center stimulus compartment to interact with 
stimulus fish (or isolated during empty compartment trials) for 30 minutes after the end 
of the 30-minute stimulus period and were then anesthetized in ice-cold fish water and 
sacrificed by rapid cervical transection. Brains were removed and fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde in 1x phosphate buffered saline (1XPBS) overnight, rinsed in 1XPBS, 
and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose prior to sectioning. Brains were mounted in OCT 
media (TissueTek, Sakura, Torrance, CA, USA) and sectioned in the transverse plane 
at 20 µm on a cryostat, collected onto alternate charged slides (Superfrost plus, VWR, 
Radnor, PA, USA), allowed to adhere for 2 nights at room temperature, and then stored 
at -80ºC until staining.  
cfos in situ hybridization 
To test the hypothesis that brain activation patterns of gravid females differ 
based on social context, we used chromogenic in situ hybridization with riboprobes 
designed to label the immediate early gene cfos mRNA as described previously (Butler 
and Maruska, 2016). Briefly, commercially synthesized A. burtoni cfos primers were 
used to generate a probe template by PCR amplification, and a transcription reaction 
was used to incorporate DIG-labeled nucleotides into the purified PCR template before 
probe purification. The probe was diluted 1:5 in hybridization buffer and stored at -20°C 
until use. Probe specificity was previously demonstrated (Butler and Maruska, 2016).  
Slides with brain sections were brought to room temperature, rinsed in 1XPBS (3x5 
min), fixed for 10 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in 1XPBS (4% PFA), rinsed in 1XPBS 




minutes, fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min, rinsed again with 1XPBS (2x5 min), and then 
rinsed with milliQ water prior to incubation in 0.1M triethanolamine-HCl (pH 8.0) with 
0.25% acetic anhydride (1:400 final concentration) for 10 minutes. Slides were then 
rinsed with 1XPBS prior to incubation in pre-warmed hybridization buffer for 2-3 hours in 
a sealed humidified chamber at 60-65 ºC. Tissue was then hybridized with DIG 
(digoxiigenin)-labeled probe at 60-65 ºC in a sealed humidified chamber overnight (13-
18 hrs). Sections were washed at 60-65 ºC in 2X sodium citrate chloride (SSC):50% 
Formamide (2x30 min), 1:1 mixture of 2X SSC: maleate buffer (MABT) (2x15 min), and 
then MABT (2x10 min). Slides were then washed with MABT at room temperature (2x10 
min), and non-specific binding was blocked with MABT containing 2% bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) for three hours at room temperature. Slides were then incubated with 
anti-DIG antibody (Sigma Aldrich/Roche, St Louis, MO, USA) at 1:5000 in blocking 
solution (MABT with 2% BSA) at 4 ºC overnight in humidified chamber. Slides were 
rinsed with MABT (3x30 min) at room temperature, followed by washes with Alkaline 
Phosphatase (AP) buffer (2x5 min), and then developed in the dark at 37 ºC with nitro-
blue tetrazolium / 5-bromo-4-chloro-3’-indolyphosphate (NBT/BCIP) (Sigma 
Aldrich/Roche, St Louis, MO, USA) in AP buffer for 2-5 hrs. Following development, 
slides were rinsed with 1XPBS (3x5 min), fixed with 4% PFA for 10 minutes, rinsed with 
1xPBS (3x5 min), and mounted with aqueous mounting media (Aqua-mount, Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 
Quantification of brain activation 
To quantify differences in the number of cfos-expressing cells in the brain, slides 




color digital camera controlled by Nikon Elements software. Bright field and phase 
contrast were used to visualize neuroanatomical markers and brain nuclei in relation to 
DIG-labeled cells. Quantification was done by an observer that was blind to 
experimental condition. Final images were adjusted for levels, contrast, and brightness 
as needed in Adobe Illustrator CC (v21.10; San Jose, CA, USA). A cresyl violet-stained 
A. burtoni reference brain, A. burtoni brain atlas, and other relevant papers (Fernald and 
Shelton, 1985; Munchrath and Hofmann, 2010; Maruska et al., 2017) were used for 
identification of neuroanatomical structures. Stereotactical and neuroanatomical 
markers were used to designate the borders and rostro-caudal extent of each region to 
ensure consistency across animals. The following regions of the SDMN were quantified: 
ventral nucleus of ventral telencephalon (Vv), supracomissural nucleus of ventral 
telencephalon (Vs), dorsal part of the ventral telencephalon (Vd), anterior tuberal 
nucleus (ATn), anterior part of the periventricular preoptic nucleus (nPPa), parvocellular 
division of the magnocellular preoptic nucleus (nPMp), magnocellular division of the 
magnocellular preoptic nucleus (nMMp), lateral nucleus of dorsal telencephalon, 
granular region (Dl-g). Other regions of the SDMN [central part of the dorsal 
telencephalon (Dc), periventricular nucleus of the posterior tuberculum (TPp), medial 
portion of dorsal telencephalon (Dm), periaqueductal gray (PAG), ventral tuberal 
nucleus (VTn), central part of ventral telencephalon (Vc), lateral part of the ventral 
telencephalon (Vl)] were not quantified either due to their small size, inconsistent 
labeling, or inability to reliably identify the region based on surrounding neuroanatomical 
markers. The posterior nucleus of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp) was also quantified 




at the highest magnification (10X or 20X objective) that encompassed the entire area of 
interest. For 10x images (Dp, Vs, Dl-g), nuclei borders were outlined with 50 µm x 50 
µm gridlines applied to each image. The number of cfos-expressing cells in five random 
boxes per section was quantified manually, and cell density was calculated by dividing 
the number of cells within the boxes by the area of the boxes. Criteria for quantification 
included identification of stained cells with a clear discernible border, visible nucleus, 
and could easily be distinguished from adjacent cells. For 20X images (Vv, Vd, ATn, 
and preoptic nuclei), the same procedure was followed, except that outlined nuclei 
borders were overlaid with15 µm x 15 µm grid-lines, and the number of cells in three 
random boxes per section were quantified. Four consecutive sections were quantified 
for each region and averaged together for a cell density value (#cells µm-2) of that 
region in a particular animal. These values were then averaged across individuals within 
each social exposure treatment (i.e., dominant male, brooding female, juvenile, and 
empty compartment exposures). Gravid female exposure condition was not included in 
brain activation analysis because it did not significantly differ from juvenile exposure in 
any brain region investigated (ANOVA, P>0.05). In addition, both urination and social 
behaviors of focal females did not differ between these groups (ANOVA, P>0.05) so 
both conditions were deemed of low social salience. 
Statistical analyses 
To compare chemosensory signaling among focal gravid females exposed to 
different social contexts, urination rate data were square root-transformed to pass 
normality and equal variance, followed by two-way repeated measures ANOVA (factors: 




post-hoc tests. To compare differences in aggressive behavior across females, data 
were square root-transformed to pass normality followed by one-way ANOVA with SNK 
post-hoc tests. Data that could not be normalized by transformation were compared with 
non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis One Way ANOVA on ranks). Significant outliers 
detected by Grubb’s test were removed for data analysis (urination rate: one outlier 
removed from empty compartment condition, one outlier removed from brooding female 
condition). Outliers removed for urination rate were also subsequently removed from 
social behavior (aggressive displays) analysis. Pearson correlation tests were used to 
examine the relationship between urination rate and aggressive displays in focal gravid 
females exposed to different social stimuli. To examine differences in neural activation, 
the density of cfos-expressing cells in regions of the SDMN were analyzed by one-way 
ANOVA with SNK post-hoc tests. Some activation data were square-root transformed to 
pass normality, and data that could not be normalized by transformation were compared 
with non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis One Way ANOVA on ranks). Pearson 
correlations were used to examine correlations between cfos staining of each brain 
nucleus against other brain regions, and comparison heat maps were generated for 
high (dominant male, brooding female) and low (juveniles, empty) social salience 
conditions. Discriminant function analysis was used to group animals based on brain 
activation patterns (cfos-expressing cell density), and missing values (statistical outliers) 
were replaced with the group mean. All groups were considered equal during the 
classification and within-group covariance was used to determine classification. 
Statistical comparisons were made in SigmaPlot 12.0 (San Jose, CA, USA) and SPSS 





Context-dependent chemosensory signaling and aggressive displays 
Gravid females showed context-dependent urine release, which was observed 
from all focal females as blue plumes released from the urogenital opening that were 
distinct from feces (Figure 2.1). Urine pulse duration ranged from short (<1 second) to 
long (up to 19 seconds). The volume of urine released also varied, but was not 
quantified. Urine release by focal females did not simultaneously occur with aggressive 
behavior, occurring only at times of slow swimming or when the fish paused and 
hovered in the water column as observed in A. burtoni males (Maruska and Fernald, 
2012). (Figure 2.1). 
Urination behavior differed by social context (2-way RM ANOVA, F(4, 50)= 4.774, 
P=0.002) and stimulus environment (pre-stimulus period/stimulus period) (2-way RM 
ANOVA F(1,50)= 35.133, P<0.001) and there was a significant interaction between social 
condition and stimulus environment (2-way RM ANOVA, F(4,50)=7.97, P<0.001). Across 
all 20-minute pre-stimulus periods, urine release from focal females was not significantly 
different and ranged from 0 to 0.4 pulses min-1 (P>0.05). Urination rate increased from 
the 20-minute pre-stimulus period to the 30-minute stimulus period when focal females 
were exposed to certain social conditions; when interacting with a dominant male or a 
brooding female (P<0.05), and did not change when in a compartment alone, with 
another gravid female, or with juveniles (all P>0.05). Across all 30-minute stimulus 
periods, focal gravid female urination rate was significantly higher during exposure to a 
dominant male or brooding female (P<0.05) compared to when in a compartment alone, 




exposure to a dominant male or brooding female (P>0.05) (Figure 2.2). Thus, gravid A. 
burtoni females alter their urination rates in both inter- and intra-sexual contexts.!The 
vast majority of aggressive displays (bites and lateral displays combined) by focal gravid 









































Figure 2.2. Gravid Astatotilapia burtoni females show context-dependent 
chemosensory signaling. Urination rate (number of urine pulses min-1) of gravid 
females did not differ across all 20-minute pre-stimulus trials. Urination rates in focal 
gravid females increased from the 20-minute pre-stimulus period when exposed to 
dominant males and brooding females during the 30-minute stimulus period. There 
was no increase in urination rate from pre-stimulus to stimulus period when focal 
females were exposed to other gravid females, juveniles, or an empty compartment. 
Different letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05. Box plots were used to 
represent data: data median is represented by solid line and data mean is represented 
by a dashed line. The box extends to the furthest data points within the 25th and 75th 
percentile, and whiskers extend to the 10th and 90th percentiles. Absence of whiskers 
indicates absence of data points outside the 25th/75th percentile. Closed circles 
represent values outside the 5th and 95th percentile. Sample sizes (number of trials) 






conducted towards males, and only a few investigatory bites towards dominant males 
occurred in the first 1-2 minutes of the trial). Focal gravid females showed significantly 
more aggressive displays towards brooding females than towards gravid females (One 
way ANOVA, F(3,32)=9.67, P<0.01 SNK P<0.05). (Figure 2.3).! The number of aggressive 
displays performed by the focal female ranged from 0-33 (19.0±10.1) toward stimulus 
Figure 2. 3. Gravid female Astatotilapia burtoni show more aggression towards brooding 
females, and aggression is positively correlated with urine release. (A) Focal gravid 
females show significantly more aggressive displays (bites and lateral displays) when 
exposed to a brooding female compared to when exposed to another gravid female. 
Different letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05 (One-way ANOVA). See Figure 
2 for box plot descriptions. (B) Gravid females’ urination rate is positively correlated with 
number of aggressive displays when exposed to both gravid and brooding females. (C) 
Example of temporal sequence exhibited by focal gravid females showing greater 
urination and aggressive displays when exposed to a brooding female (top) compared to 
another gravid female (bottom). Each vertical mark represents a urine pulse by the focal 
gravid female or an aggressive display (bites and lateral displays) by the focal or 
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gravid females and from 28-105 (78.5±29.9) towards stimulus brooding females. In 90% 
of trials with brooding females, the brooder initiated the aggression. In trials with 
brooding females, 100% of focal gravid females continued aggressive displays into the 
final three minutes of the trial, while only 27% (3 of 11 trials) of brooding females 
showed aggression lasting into the final three minutes of the trial. In interactions with 
other gravid females, focal gravid females’ aggressive displays ended prior to the last 
10 minutes of the 30-minute trial in 72% of trials (8/11), while the stimulus gravid female 
aggression ended prior to the last 10 minutes of the trial in 55% of trials (6/11) (see 
Figure 2.3 as example of aggressive interactions). The number of urine pulses released 
by focal gravid females was positively correlated with the total number of aggressive 
behaviors for exposure to brooding females and exposure to gravid females combined 
(Pearson Correlation, r=0.89; P<0.01), and when separated by exposure group 
(Pearson Correlations; gravid exposure: r=0.83, P<0.01 brooder exposure: r=0.89, 
P<0.01) (Figure 2.3).  
Brain activation patterns in the social decision making network (SDMN) 
Focal gravid females showed context-specific neural activation, quantified as the 
density of cfos-expressing cells, in certain regions of the SDMN. For example, focal 
gravid females had significantly higher cfos cell densities in the most rostral portion of 
Vv (rVv) (One way ANOVA F(3, 20)=15.08, P<0.01, SNK P<0.05), in Vd (One way 
ANOVA F(3, 20)=28.07, P<0.01 SNK P<0.05), in nPPa (KW One way ANOVA on Ranks 
H=15.739, df=3, P<0.05), and in Vs (KW One way ANOVA on Ranks, H=17.872, df=3, 
P<0.01) when exposed to dominant males (reproductive context) compared to other 
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Figure 2.4. Regions of the social decision-making network that show context-
dependent cfos expression in gravid Astatotilapia burtoni females during 
reproductive contexts. (A) Gravid females show greater cfos-stained cell densities 
in rostral Vv (A), Vd (B), Vs (C), and nPPa (D) when exposed to dominant males 
(reproductive context). Photos show representative examples of cfos-positive 
staining (purple dots) in each region after exposure to empty compartment (i), 
juvenile fish (ii), dominant males (iii), and brooding females (iv). A and B scale bars 
= 100 µm, C and D scale bars = 50 µm. The approximate quantified areas are 
outlined in each photo. Different letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05 






Focal gravid females showed greater cfos-expressing cell densities in ATn when 
exposed to brooding females (aggressive context) compared to other contexts (One-
way ANOVA, F(3,20)=16.9, P<0.01, SNK P<0.05) (Figure 2.5). Higher densities of cfos-







































































Figure 2.5. Regions of the social decision-making network that show context-
dependent cfos expression in gravid Astatotilapia burtoni females during aggressive 
and/or reproductive contexts. (A) A higher density of cfos-expressing cells was 
observed in Dl-g in both reproductive and aggressive contexts compared to control 
conditions. (B) Greater cfos expression was seen in ATn in response to brooding 
females (aggressive context) compared to the reproductive context and control 
conditions. Photos show representative example cfos-positive staining (purple dots) 
with outlines demonstrating the quantified area in each region after exposure to 
empty compartment (i), juvenile fish (ii), dominant males (iii), and brooding females 
(iv). Scale bars = 100 µm. Different letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05 





contexts (One way ANOVA F(3,22)=8.127, P<0.01, SNK P<0.05) (Figure 2.5). There 
were no differences in cfos-expressing cell densities across contexts in the caudal Vv, 
Dp, nPMp, or nMMp.  
To investigate functional connectivity in the SDMN (and Dp), we created heat 
maps using Pearson correlations of cfos staining in these brain regions (Figure 2.6).  
 We investigated connectivity in high socially salient conditions (exposure to 
dominant males and brooding females) (Figure 2.6A) and low social salience (exposure 







































































Figure 2.6. Females exposed to high and low social salience conditions have different co-
activation in brain regions involved in social behavior. Heat maps of Pearson correlation 
coefficients (R=color scale) of cfos staining in brain nuclei in females exposed to (A) high 
social salience environments (dominant males and brooding females) and (B) low social 
salience environments (empty compartment and juvenile fish). Gravid females interacting 
in high social salience situations reveals a functional network within the SDMN involving 
rVv, Vv, Vs, Vd, nPPa, and ATn, which is absent during low social salience. Sample size 







was based on hierarchical clustering of highly salient conditions and then also applied to 
low salience conditions. We found that activation among brain regions differed between 
these contexts. For example, rVv, Vv, Vs, Vd, and nPPa were all positively correlated 
with each other during social contexts (with the exception of no significant correlation 
between nPPa and Vv), but not during low social salience contexts.  
Further, ATn was negatively correlated with these same regions (rVv, Vv, Vs, Vd, 
nPPa) during social contexts. In contrast, Dl-g, Dp, nMMp, and nPMp were not 
correlated with the rest of the SDMN during social contexts. In the low salience 
conditions, Vv or rVv was positively correlated with Vd, ATn, Dp, and nMMp, while 
nMMp was negatively correlated with nPMp, Dl-g, and ATn. Table 2.1 shows correlation 
  Vd Vs nPPa Vv ATn Dp nMMp nPMp Dl-g rVV R 0.74 0.57 0.48 0.59 -0.67 0.1 -0.05 0.44 0.03 
 P 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.02 0.77 0.87 0.15 0.93 Vd R  0.86 0.68 0.63 -0.88 -0.15 -0.15 0.33 0.21 
 P  <0.01 0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.67 0.65 0.29 0.54 Vs R   0.80 0.72 -0.73 -0.37 -0.05 -0.06 0.24 
 P   <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.26 0.89 0.85 0.48 nPPa R    0.54 -0.72 -0.24 -0.27 -0.11 0.34 
 P    0.06 <0.01 0.47 0.40 0.73 0.30 Vv R     -0.58 -0.45 -0.11 -0.12 0.11 
 P     0.05 0.17 0.74 0.71 0.75 ATn R      0.24 0.21 -0.26 -0.06 
 P       0.50 0.41 0.86 Dp R       0.12 0.47 0.25 
 P       0.72 0.15 0.49 nMMp R        0.09 -0.34 
 P        0.78 0.93 nPMp R         -0.03 
 P         0.93 
Table 2.1. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of focal 
gravid A. burtoni females exposed to high social salience conditions. Data represent 
correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from focal gravid females exposed to the 
dominant male and brooding female conditions (N=12 animals total) and were used 




coefficients and P-values for females exposed to empty compartments and juveniles  
(low social salience). Table 2.2 shows correlation coefficients and P-values for females 
exposed to dominant males and brooding females (high social salience conditions). 
Focal female urination behavior did not correlate with neural activation in any brain 
region and thus was not included in the matrices. Aggressive behavior only occurred in 
specific social contexts (exposure to brooding or gravid females) and therefore was also 
not included in matrix analysis.! 
 In reproductive contexts (exposure to dominant male), the density of cfos-
expressing cells in rostral Vv, Vd, Vs, and nPPa was greater than in all other contexts. 
Table 2.2. Pearson Correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of focal 
gravid A. burtoni females exposed to low social salience conditions.!Data represent 
correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from focal gravid females exposed to 
juveniles and empty compartment conditions (N=12 animals total) and were used to 
create the heat map in Figure 2.6B. Bold indicates P<0.05. 
 
!  ATn Dl-g nPMp Vv rVv Vd Dp nPPa Vs 
nMMp            R -0.84 -0.81 -0.66 -0.21 0.75 0.42 0.36 0.02 0.33 
 P <0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.542 <0.01 0.2 0.27 0.96 0.32 
ATn           R  0.84 0.71 0.63 -0.27 0.18 -0.05 0.35 -0.35 
 P  <0.01 0.01 0.03 0.404 0.57 0.881 0.26 0.289 
Dl-g            R   0.82 0.48 -0.11 0.31 0.11 0.28 -0.51 
 P   <0.01 0.115 0.74 0.33 0.73 0.38 0.10 
nPMp      R    0.29 -0.10 0.49 0.21 0.54 -0.47 
 P    0.36 0.77 0.10 0.51 0.07 0.149 
Vv         R     0.09 0.31 0.08 -0.06 0.17 
 P     0.79 0.34 0.80 0.855 0.62 
rVv         R      0.68 0.58 0.13 0.45 
 P      0.01 0.05 0.68 0.163 
Vd           R       0.361 0.35 0.26 
 P       0.248 0.271 0.802 
Dp     R        0.51 0.11 
 P        0.09 0.75 
nPPa R         -0.34 






Greater cfos-expressing cell densities were also seen in ATn during intra-sexual 
aggressive contexts, and in Dl-g in both reproductive and aggressive contexts. Figure 
2.7 shows a sagittal view of the brain of A. burtoni to summarize regions of the SDMN 
showing differential cfos-expression in focal gravid females exposed to different social 
contexts. To further examine differences in activation of the SDMN in different social 
contexts, we performed canonical discriminant function analysis (Figure 2.7). 
Discriminant function analysis determines which variables (brain regions) may 
contribute to the sorting of animals into different groups and determines if animal group 
can be distinguished based on brain activation patterns alone. Our DFA correctly 
predicted 100% of animals in all four groups (exposure to empty compartment, 
juveniles, dominant males, and brooding females). Functions 1 and 2 were significant  
(P<0.05). Function 1 was driven by the rostral Vv, Vd, and Vs, and explained 65.8% of 
the variance. Function 2 was driven by the ATn, Vs, and Dl-g, and explained 30.4% of 
the variance. Functions 1 and 2 accounted for more  than 96% of the variance and 






Here we demonstrate that gravid female A. burtoni exhibit context-dependent 
chemosensory signaling, social behaviors, and neural activation patterns during inter- 
and intra-specific social interactions. Gravid females increase their urination rate in 
aggressive and reproductive contexts, and increase aggression when exposed to 
brooding but not other gravid females. Using in situ hybridization for the immediate early 
gene cfos, we identified differential neural activation in specific SDMN nodes following 
Figure 2.7. Discriminant function analysis and summary of brain activation patterns in 
regions of the social decision-making network of gravid Astatotilapia burtoni females 
after exposure to different social contexts. (A) Discriminant function analysis correctly 
classified all animals into their respective social exposure groups based solely on brain 
activation patterns, and clearly distinguished focal gravid females exposed to a 
reproductive context (along function 1) and an aggressive context (along function 2) 
from all other conditions. Stars represent group centroids of focal gravid females 
exposed to control empty compartment (gray), juveniles (blue), dominant males 
(green), and brooding females (red). (B) Schematic sagittal diagram of the brain 
showing regions of the SDMN with increased activation quantified by cfos expression 
following exposure to different social contexts. Regions in green (Vs, Vd, rostral Vv, Dl-
g, and nPPa) showed increased activation following reproductive contexts, and regions 
in red (ATn and Dl-g) showed increased neural activation following aggressive 
contexts. SDMN regions that did not differ with social context (blue) and those that 
were not quantified (grey) are also shown.!
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exposure to various social environments, as well as altered functional connectivity of the 
SDMN following high compared to low social salience.  
Context-dependent chemosensory signaling and behavior 
Gravid A. burtoni females increase their urination in the presence of dominant 
males and brooding females, representing both inter- and intra-sexual contexts. Several 
fish species use chemical signals during reproduction and social interactions, conveying 
reproductive state and social status to conspecifics (Hara, 1994; Stacey, 2011). In fact, 
it is hypothesized that fishes were predisposed to developing a pheromone signaling 
system because gonadally produced metabolites indicative of reproductive state and/or 
social status are readily released into the water and detected by conspecifics (Doving, 
1976). Freshwater fishes are hyperosmotic to their environment and must expel water 
via urination to maintain homeostasis; release of urinary pheromones therefore provides 
an opportunity to communicate important information to conspecifics (Stacey, 2011).The 
active control of pheromone release via urine occurs in several freshwater fish species 
as a means of signaling reproductive fitness, readiness, and social dominance. Male 
swordtail fish (Xiphophorus spp.), for example, urinate more frequently in the presence 
and proximity of females (Rosenthal et al., 2011). Similarly, Mozambique (Oreochromis 
mossambicus)  and Nile (Oreochromis niloticus) tilapia both use chemical signals during 
social interactions(Barata et al., 2007). Similar to these species, A. burtoni males alter 
their urination in social contexts, showing increased urination towards females 
(reproductive context) as well as towards rival males during aggressive interactions 




burtoni females also actively increase their urination during reproductive and aggressive 
interactions, providing evidence for the use of urine as a social signal in both sexes.  
Female-released compounds of several fish species induce robust behavioral 
and physiological responses in male receivers (Stacey, 2011). The mechanism by 
which these relevant compounds are released by females varies considerably across 
species. For example, while female goldfish (C. auratus) will purposely alter when and 
where they release urine pulses during courtship, female Mozambique tilapia (O. 
mossambicus) do not alter their urination rate in the presence of males, suggesting they 
do not actively advertise their reproductive state (Almeida et al., 2005; Appelt and 
Sorensen, 2007). Mozambique tilapia exhibit a very similar reproductive strategy to that 
of A. burtoni with dominant males actively defending territories, and courting and 
spawning with females, followed by maternal mouth brooding. Thus, while A. burtoni 
females actively alter their urination rate, female Mozambique tilapia do not, suggesting 
that the use of urine as a social signal evolved differently in two closely-related cichlid 
species. In fact, it was suggested that chemical signaling and the ability to detect 
species-specific chemical signals may serve as a driving force of speciation in cichlids 
of the rift valley lakes of Africa (Nikaido et al., 2014). While female-released chemical 
cues are investigated in reproductive contexts (Almeida et al., 2005; Miranda et al., 
2005; Appelt and Sorensen, 2007), there is a paucity of information regarding 
chemosensory signaling by females in other social contexts, including aggression. The 
increased aggression and urination rate in A. burtoni during only one of the two intra-
sexual interactions provides further evidence for the use of urine as a true social signal. 




chemosensory communication is used between both sexes of a single species, 
providing us with valuable information to generate more accurate models of how 
chemosensory signals might be integrated with other sensory modalities to elicit 
appropriate social behaviors, and how these behaviors may have evolved. 
 In addition to urination behavior, we observed context-dependent aggression in 
gravid females during intra-sexual interactions. Interestingly, this aggression was 
significantly higher towards brooding females compared to other gravid females. A. 
burtoni females will engage in male-typical aggressive displays and even form 
dominance hierarchies in the absence of males, but the underlying causes of the 
brooder-centered aggression remain unclear (Renn et al., 2012). Female Nile tilapia 
exhibit increased maternal aggression with the progression of their brood cycle (Oliveira 
and Almada, 1998). Similarly, in 90% of trials conducted in our study, the brooding 
female initiated the aggression. This may be due to protective maternal care behaviors 
by the brooding female, followed by reciprocated aggression from the gravid female. 
Another explanation could be what is termed “The Desperado effect” where extreme 
consequences can lead to lower quality individuals showing heightened aggression 
(Grafen, 1987). A. burtoni females undergo a period of forced starvation during mouth 
brooding which results in changes in fitness, behavior, and physiology resulting in 
lowered body condition (Oppenheimer, 1970; Grone et al., 2012).Thus, the heightened 
aggression observed in brooding females could be a result of the Desperado effect, with 
gravid females in turn responding with increased aggression. However, the brooding 
females ceased aggression before the end of the trial while the gravid females’ 




despite receiving no more aggression from the brooding female. Thus, while the initial 
aggression of the gravid female is likely a response to the brooding female’s behavior, 
the persistence of this aggression, even when the brooder stops engaging in aggressive 
displays, suggests that it is not solely a responsive behavior. Further, in community 
environments, adult A. burtoni will often cannibalize newly released fry, so it is also 
possible that the developing fry in the mouth indicate a potential food presence, leading 
the gravid female to attack the brooding female in an attempt to eat the fry (personal 
observation in small, experimental compartments only). 
Aggressive displays between focal and stimulus A. burtoni gravid females 
typically occurred only during the first few minutes of the trial and were more 
investigatory in nature. The lack of aggression seen in these intra-sexual interactions 
may be due to the absence of a dominant male. The idea of divisive asymmetry states 
that low levels of resource availability may alter female-female contest rules (Grafen, 
1987). In general, female-female competition is less understood than male-male 
interactions, but this phenomenon is observed in females across taxa. For example, in 
female paper wasps, when the value of resources is high, females will engage in 
escalated fighting behavior, but not when resource value is low (Tibbetts and Lindsay, 
2008). In our study, the absence of a male in the stimulus compartment may signal to 
gravid females that the cost of fighting one another may be too great without a receptive 
male to spawn with after winning a fight. While directed aggression between females is 
rarely observed in large communities of A. burtoni (personal observations), the reduced 
aggressive displays compared to gravid-brooding interactions may be a result of altered 




Context-dependent neural activation 
 In gravid female A. burtoni, we found context-dependent neural activation within 
specific SDMN nuclei. All animals must process stimuli from the surrounding 
environment to make appropriate behavioral decisions; the SDMN is hypothesized to 
integrate relevant social information that leads to adaptive behavioral responses 
(Goodson, 2005; O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). Thus, contexts that differ in social 
valence should reveal differential activation in some SDMN nodes. In fact, we found 
increased neural activation in the rostral portion of Vv, Vd, Vs, and nPPa of gravid 
females exposed to a reproductive context (dominant male) compared to aggressive 
intra-sexual and control conditions. Further, in intra-sexual aggressive contexts, we 
found greater neural activation in ATn of focal gravid females and greater activation in 
Dl-g following both reproductive and aggressive interactions. Thus, these data 
demonstrate some nodes of the SDMN are individually involved in processing socially-
relevant information to elicit context-specific social behaviors.  
 In reproductive contexts, gravid A. burtoni females showed higher neural 
activation in several SDMN regions, suggesting roles in processing sexually-relevant 
social information. Importantly, two regions where greater neural activation was 
observed in reproductive contexts, Vv and Vs, are shared between the social behavior 
network and mesolimbic reward system that make up the SDMN (O'Connell and 
Hofmann, 2011). Vv and Vs are putative homologs to the mammalian lateral septum 
and extended medial amygdala, respectively (Wullimann and Mueller, 2004). Fishes 
with lesions in these regions show reduced courtship and reproductive behaviors (Kyle 




estrogen and androgen receptor mRNA in males given the chance to rise in social rank, 
suggesting involvement in preparing for behaviors associated with dominance (Maruska 
et al., 2013). Vs is involved in processing the salience of sensory information to produce 
behaviors (Gray, 1999), and lesions of Vs in goldfish result in impaired processing of 
sexually-relevant olfactory signals (Kyle et al., 1982). Gravid A. burtoni females receive 
visual, chemical, mechanosensory, and acoustic cues from courting males (Fernald, 
1977; Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Maruska et al., 2012), highlighting the need to 
integrate multimodal information. Vs showed the highest cfos expression following 
exposure to dominant males, with no difference in expression after exposure to 
brooding females and an empty compartment, and the lowest expression was observed 
upon exposure to juveniles. This may be explained by the higher variation in cfos 
expression observed following exposure to an empty compartment (see fig. 4), which 
may be due in part to a stress response. Greater activation in Vs of female A. burtoni 
after reproductive interactions may result from sensory stimulation received from 
dominant males when females are receptive and choosing mates.  
The most rostral portion of Vv also showed increased activation following a 
reproductive interaction. In another study, A. burtoni females that watched a chosen 
mate lose a fight had increased cfos expression in Vv suggesting a role in processing 
social information in anxiety-like contexts (Desjardins et al., 2010). Importantly, that 
study did not involve females engaging in any particular social behavior, but only 
observing the chosen male engaging in contests with other males. Thus, those females 
only received social information as opposed to engaging in social interactions. This may 




interactions. Interestingly, in our study the greater cfos expression in Vv was limited to 
the most rostral portion. When including the most caudal portion of Vv, there was no 
difference across social contexts, suggesting a subpopulation of cells in Vv may be 
involved in regulating social behaviors specifically during reproductive contexts. The 
rostral Vv was also the most heavily loaded value for function 1 in the discriminant 
function analysis, confirming its role in social behavior in gravid A. burtoni females. Our 
data further support a role for Vv and Vs in integrating internal state with the social 
environment to elicit behavioral responses in reproductive situations as the two regions 
shared by the social behavior network and reward pathway. 
 Vd also showed greater cfos expression in gravid females exposed to the 
reproductive context of dominant males compared to other conditions. While the exact 
homolog of Vd is unknown, it was suggested that in teleosts it may function similarly (or 
perhaps in combination) to both the nucleus accumbens and striatal formation 
(O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). The nucleus accumbens in mammals is involved in 
motivation and reward circuits, sexual reward, and processing of sexually-relevant 
chemosensory stimuli (Becker et al., 2001; Portillo and Paredes, 2004; Hosokawa and 
Chiba, 2005). In mammals, females exposed to sexually-relevant chemosensory stimuli 
or sexual behavior show an increase in Fos protein expression in nucleus accumbens 
(Robertson et al., 1991; Kollack and Newman, 1992; Hosokawa and Chiba, 2007). It 
should be noted, however, that this homology has been disputed (Goodson and 
Kingsbury, 2013). Vd is also described as a homolog to the striatal formation in 
mammals, a region associated with goal-oriented action (Wullimann and Mueller, 2004; 




are prevented from finding calling males, implying involvement in mating call responses 
(Walkowiak et al., 1999). Since A. burtoni males use acoustic signals during courtship 
displays (Maruska et al., 2012), the greater activation in the female Vd when exposed to 
a dominant male could reflect the processing of acoustic information. Further, while the 
precise function of Vd in teleosts remains unclear, an increase in cfos expression in this 
region in gravid females following reproductive interactions where males are releasing 
urine and sending acoustic signals provides further support for a role of Vd in 
processing rewarding sexually-relevant chemosensory and/or auditory signals in A. 
burtoni. 
 Gravid A. burtoni females also showed an increase in the density of cfos-
expressing cells after exposure to reproductive contexts in a nucleus of the POA, the 
parvocellular region (nPPa). We analyzed cfos expression in the nPPa as well as the 
parvocellular (nPMp) and magnocellular (nMMp) divisions of the magnocellular preoptic 
nucleus. The nPPa is a putative homolog of the paraventricular region of the preoptic 
area in mammals, while nMMp and nPMp may be homologous to the supraoptic region 
of the POA (Moore and Lowry, 1998). The POA has a well-established role in 
reproduction across vertebrates (O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). Stimulation of the 
POA increases courtship and spawning behavior in both sexes of several fish species, 
while lesions reduce these behaviors (Demski and Knigge, 1971; Macey et al., 1974; 
Satou et al., 1984). In addition, the nPPa of A. burtoni contains both GnRH1 neurons 
that regulate the reproductive axis, and arginine vasotocin (AVT; homolog of arginine 
vasopressin in mammals) cells that are involved in an array of social behaviors in fishes 




et al., 2012). In A. burtoni several previous studies examined activation of the entire 
POA following social encounters, but the differential activation of specific preoptic nuclei 
was not investigated. For example, in A. burtoni males, greater activation of the POA 
was observed following fighting compared to courting (Loveland and Fernald, 2017), as 
well as in males given the opportunity to rise in social rank (Maruska and Fernald, 
2010). In A. burtoni females, IEG expression increased in the POA after seeing their 
chosen male win a fight (Desjardins et al., 2010). In A. burtoni males, no effect of social 
stimulus on CFOS was observed in the POA when males were socially stimulated in 
either a reproductive or aggressive context (O'Connell et al., 2013), highlighting a 
potential inter-sexual difference in POA function. However, these males were not 
engaged in full contact with stimulus fish as in our study, and therefore not receiving all 
sensory signals. The POA of female birds and amphibians also exhibits greater neural 
activation expression in social contexts (Bolhuis et al., 2001; Bharati and Goodson, 
2006). In the present study we found increased neural activation specifically in the 
nPPa, but not other POA regions, in gravid females following reproductive, but not 
aggressive, contexts. Our results in nPPa suggest a role for this POA sub-region in 
regulating reproductive interactions in reproductively-receptive females.  
 Following aggressive interactions, gravid A. burtoni females had greater neural 
activation in ATn, a putative homolog to the mammalian ventromedial hypothalamus 
(VMH) (Forlano et al., 2005; Goodson, 2005). In the mammalian VMH, cfos expression 
also increases after aggressive interactions (Kollack-Walker and Newman, 1995; Lin et 
al., 2011). The ATn is reciprocally connected to the POA in fishes, suggesting an 




unknown. In A. burtoni, the ATn is likely involved in the transition between male social 
states (Maruska et al., 2013), and in processing male-male aggressive-context 
mechanosensory signals detected by the lateral line system (Butler and Maruska, 
2016). In our study, DFA shows that ATn strongly contributes to separating focal gravid 
females exposed to brooding females (with highest intra-sexual aggression) from all 
other groups along function 1. Thus, ATn activation after aggressive encounters in 
gravid A. burtoni females further supports its role in processing socially-relevant 
mechanosensory information and in mediating or responding to aggressive behaviors.   
 One region of the SDMN, Dl-g, showed greater neural activation following both 
reproductive and aggressive interactions. Dl is the putative homolog of the mammalian 
hippocampus and has known functions in spatial learning and memory (Rodriguez et 
al., 2002; Folgueira et al., 2004). The increase in activation in this region following high 
social salience contexts (both intra- and inter-sexual conditions) may reflect some level 
of social memory. The Dl-g was also recently implicated in processing sensory input 
from stimulation of the mechanosensory lateral line system in A. burtoni (Butler and 
Maruska, 2016). Reproductive quiver displays by males and aggressive lateral displays 
by females both generate water movements that likely stimulate the lateral line system. 
Thus, greater activation in Dl-g following interactions associated with more 
mechanosensory inputs further supports its role in processing socially-relevant lateral 
line information.  
 IEG expression as a means to examine neural activation following acute 
behavioral interactions is well established in mammals and teleost fishes (Kovacs, 




stable behavioral states, information on individual nodes can provide insight into the 
neural mechanisms regulating social behaviors (Teles et al., 2015). In addition, our heat 
maps from Pearson correlation coefficients demonstrates that females exposed to high 
social salience environments (reproductive and aggressive) have different functional 
connectivity compared to females in low social salience environments. Rostral Vv, Vv, 
Vs, Vd, and nPPa were all positively correlated with each other during high social 
salience contexts (with the exception of no significant correlation between nPPa and 
Vv), but these correlations were not observed in low salience conditions, demonstrating 
that the functional connectivity of these regions changes with social valence. Rostral Vv, 
Vs, Vd, and nPPa all showed greater activation following reproductive and/or 
aggressive contexts and ATn was negatively correlated with these same regions during 
high salience contexts, despite increased activation following exposure to brooding 
females only. Further, DFA analysis shows ATn is highly involved in aggressive 
contexts. While an exact function of the ATn in teleosts is unknown, our results show 
similarities to the mammalian VMH with ATn involvement in aggression, as well as 
processing social information in combination with those regions activated in 
reproductive contexts only (rVv, Vd, Vs, nPPa).  
 The Dl-g, which greater activation following high social salience conditions 
(reproductive and aggressive contexts) did not correlate with any other brain regions in 
high salient contexts. However, Dl-g did positively correlate with ATn (as well as nMMp 
and nPMp) during low salience conditions. The increased Dl-g activation could simply 
be a result of enhanced lateral line stimulation during social interactions in a small 




other brain region may also indicate that Dl-g is not part of the functional network in 
females during high social salience environments. However, it should be noted that 
relevant brain regions of the SDMN that may better explain these results may not have 
been included in the current study. Urination rate did not correlate with cfos expression 
in any brain region, demonstrating that the neural activity observed here is likely a result 
of overall social environment rather than mediating specific behaviors like 
chemosensory signaling.    
Summary 
In the current study we show that gravid A. burtoni females use urine as a social 
signal by actively altering release in different social contexts, and exhibit context-
dependent aggression during intra-sexual interactions. While it was known that A. 
burtoni males contextually release urine, here we report that females also utilize urine 
as a chemical messenger in a similar manner. Investigating chemical signaling in both 
sexes of a single species is imperative for a comparative understanding of chemical 
signaling across vertebrates. Our study shows that females are not only signaling 
receptivity to males (as seen in other fish species), but also signaling to other females 
during aggressive interactions, possibly to convey fitness. Further, while male 
aggression is relatively well studied in A. burtoni, female intra-sexual aggression is 
poorly understood. Here we report increased aggression between females of different 
reproductive states compared to females of the same reproductive state. Examining 
neural activation patterns in gravid females exposed to reproductive and aggressive 
contexts, we identified several SDMN nodes that showed differential activation as well 




salience conditions, providing further understanding of the SDMN’s role in various social 
interactions. Our DFA of brain activation data correctly classified 100% of females by 
social exposure (empty compartment, juvenile, dominant male, and brooding female), 
and the regions primarily driving this distinction were the rostral Vv (reproductive) and 
ATn (aggressive). Coupled with previous reports, our data provide insights on how 
chemical signals may have helped shape the evolution of social communication in 
fishes, and sheds light on the neural correlates mediating context-specific inter-and 
intra-sexual social behaviors in a single fish species.  
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SEXUALLY-RELEVANT VISUAL AND CHEMOSENSORY SIGNALS 
INDUCE DISINCT BEHAVIORS AND NEURAL ACTIVATION PATTERNS 
IN THE SOCIAL AFRICAN CICHLID, ASTATOTILAPIA BURTONI 
!
Introduction!
 Across taxa, animals must constantly assess their environment to make 
behavioral decisions. Signals sent via different sensory modalities, such as visual, 
chemosensory, mechanosensory, touch, and sound are often delivered together and 
reception of this information by a receiver is integrated with the animal’s own internal 
physiology to elicit context-dependent behaviors (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 2000). 
This use of multimodal communication is prevalent across vertebrates, particularly 
during reproduction, providing receivers with varying types of information about the 
signaler such as breeding condition, motivation, and fitness qualities. Despite the 
importance of multimodal communication for survival and reproductive success, our 
understanding of how different sensory signals are processed in the brain of receivers 
to produce specific behavioral outputs is limited (Partan and Marler, 2005; Ronald et al., 
2012). 
 The use of visual-chemosensory multimodal communication is widespread, with 
numerous examples from both invertebrate and vertebrate taxa (Kotrschal, 2000; Isogai 
et al., 2011; Mori, 2014). While vision is often the dominant sense mediating 
reproductive behaviors, chemosensory communication is also commonly used across 
the animal kingdom. Chemosensory signaling is particularly prevalent in fishes, with 
functions in prey detection, predator avoidance, and social communication (Hara, 1994; 
Kotrschal, 2000). For example, females are often senders of potent chemical signals 
that provide important information for coordinating reproductive events, and in several 
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fish species, these chemosensory signals can induce robust reproductive behavioral 
responses in male receivers (Stacey, 2011).  However, the neural links between 
multisensory inputs and receiver behavioral output remains poorly understood (Ronald 
et al., 2012; Partan, 2013). Further, the physiology and/or reproductive state of 
receivers can influence how such sensory signals are processed (Insel, 2010). Thus, 
examining communication from a perspective that goes beyond behavioral responses to 
include receiver physiology and neural processing mechanisms is crucial for 
understanding the function and evolution of context-dependent signaling. 
 We used the social African cichlid fish, Astatotilapia burtoni, to investigate how 
visual and chemosensory signals alone and in combination from reproductively-
receptive females influence the behavior, brain activation patterns, and hormonal 
responses of dominant males. A. burtoni is ideally suited for this inquiry because 
dominant males engage in elaborate, specific courtship behaviors in the presence of 
receptive females that includes sending information via multiple sensory channels 
(Maruska and Fernald, 2018), and males alter their courtship efforts based on 
distinguishing receptive from non-receptive females (Fernald, 1977). Importantly, both 
males and females actively control urine release as a means of social communication in 
both aggressive and reproductive contexts, providing evidence for true chemosensory 
communication in this species (Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Field and Maruska, 2017). 
During reproduction, males increase urination in the presence of receptive females, 
while receptive females also increase urine release towards courting dominant males. 
Thus, while vision is the main sensory modality for communication in A. burtoni, 
chemosensory signals provide additional information for both males and females to 
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modify context-dependent social decisions (Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Field and 
Maruska, 2017). How unimodal and multimodal signals from these two senses influence 
male behavior, physiology and brain activation patterns in socially-relevant nuclei, 
however, remains unexplored in this and the majority of fish species. 
 How relevant sensory and social information is integrated with an animal’s own 
internal physiology to elicit context-specific behaviors is a key goal of behavioral 
neuroscience (Insel, 2010). The social decision making network (SDMN) is a collection 
of highly conserved brain nuclei used as a framework for examining where and how this 
information leads to adaptive behaviors (Newman, 1999; O'Connell and Hofmann, 
2011).  Our current knowledge of how multimodal sensory signals are processed in the 
brain of receivers to induce behavioral responses is limited. By associating specific 
behavioral output with neural activation patterns of receivers in response to unimodal 
and multimodal signals, we can help bridge this knowledge gap in social neuroscience. 
Further, little is known about where sexually-relevant chemosensory signals are 
processed in the brain above primary olfactory processing regions, especially in fishes 
(Nikonov and Caprio, 2005; Yaksi et al., 2009; Yabuki et al., 2016). Thus, by examining 
neural activation patterns in socially-relevant brain regions as a complement to 
behavioral responses in receivers, we can provide a framework to expand the current 
knowledge of the neural substrates that link sensory inputs to behavioral outputs.  
 To investigate how sexually-active males respond to unimodal and multimodal 
visual-chemosensory reproductive signals, we exposed dominant courting males to 
visual and chemosensory signals from gravid females either alone or combined, and 
recorded males’ behavioral and physiological responses. Further, we used in-situ 
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hybridization for the immediate early gene cfos to test for differences in neural activation 
of relevant brain nuclei in males receiving unimodal and multimodal signals from 
receptive females. This approach allows us to elucidate the brain regions important for 
processing visual and chemosensory signals alone, and those involved in integrating 
information from both sensory channels when presented together in a naturalistic 
reproductive context.  
Materials and methods 
Experimental animals 
 Adult Astatotilapia burtoni (Günther, 1894) from a wild-caught stock were kept in 
aquaria under water and lighting conditions that are similar to their natural habitat in 
Lake Tanganyika, Africa (28°C; pH 8.0; 12h light:12h dark cycle). These fish were bred 
in laboratories since original collection in the 1970s and exhibit behaviors similar to 
those in wild populations (Fernald, 1977). Aquaria contained gravel-covered floors and 
halved terra cotta pots to serve as shelters and spawning territories. Fish were fed 
cichlid flakes (AquaDine, Healdsburg, CA, USA) daily and supplemented with brine 
shrimp twice a week. All experiments were performed in accordance with the 
recommendations and guidelines provided by the National Institutes of Health Guide for 
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 2011. The protocol was approved by the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge, LA. 
Experimental protocol 
 Dominant males [standard length (SL):  43.19± 2.19 mm (mean±S.D.)] were 
housed in aquaria in mixed broods prior to being selected for experiments. Experiments 
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were conducted in 37.85 L aquaria that were divided into three equal sized 
compartments (16.7 x 25.3 x 30.8 cm each) by clear, acrylic barriers permanently 
sealed into the tank (Figure 3.1) and verified to block transmission of water and 
chemosensory cues as in our previous study (Field and Maruska, 2017).  Each 
compartment contained a layer of gravel at the bottom, an air stone, and a 
territory/shelter (half terracotta pot). All experimental compartments were drained, 
cleaned, and refilled between experiments to ensure no cross-experiment 
contamination of odorants. Prior to experiments, focal dominant males were selected 
based on bright coloration and behaviors typical of dominance such as defending 
territories and actively courting females for at least three consecutive days.  Males were 
then moved to the center experimental compartment and allowed to acclimate for 48 
hours while visually exposed to a community consisting of one male (smaller than focal 
dominant male) and three females in the right compartment while a movable black 
opaque barrier visually blocked the empty left compartment.  The center experimental 
compartment contained the chemosensory delivery tube throughout the entire 
acclimation period of the focal male.   
 To examine responses of focal males to unimodal and multimodal visual and 
chemosensory signals, we presented visual and chemosensory stimuli in different 
combinations. Visual signals were provided in the left compartment and consisted of the 
presence of a gravid female or no fish (empty compartment). Chemosensory signals 
were delivered through a tube connected to a gravity feed bottle and consisted of 850 
mL of gravid female-conditioned water or 850 mL of RO (reverse osmosis)-filtered water 
as a control (see below). The flow rate of the chemosensory stimulus was tested the 
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day before and morning of experiments and was verified to be 0.325 ± 0.25 L/min. The 
stimuli were presented in the following combinations (visual in left 
compartment/chemosensory in center compartment): 1) no fish/RO-filtered water 
Figure 3.1. Experimental paradigm to examine behavioral responses and neural 
activation patterns in dominant male A. burtoni exposed to unimodal and multimodal 
visual and chemosensory signals from females. (A) Focal males were acclimated to the 
center compartment with chemosensory stimulus delivery tube present. A movable black 
barrier visually blocked the left visual stimulus compartment while allowing visual 
exposure to a fish community consisting of one male and three females in the right 
compartment for 24-48 hours before experiments. Immediately before experiments, the 
black barrier was moved to visually block the community on the right and expose the left 
compartment. Visual signals were presented in the left compartment and chemosensory 
signals were simultaneously delivered to the center compartment via a gravity-feed 
bottle at a controlled flow rate. (B) The combinations of visual and chemosensory stimuli 
presented to males are shown with terminology used to describe each condition 
indicated below boxes: “Control” refers to no fish/RO-filtered water, “Visual only” refers to 
gravid female/RO-filtered water; “Chemosensory only” refers to no fish/gravid female-
conditioned water, and “Visual and chemosensory” refers to gravid female/gravid 
female-conditioned water.  
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(termed “control”); 2) gravid female/RO-filtered water (termed “vision only”); 3) no 
fish/female-conditioned water (termed “chemosensory only”); and 4) gravid 
female/female-conditioned water (termed “vision and chemosensory”). For clarity, 
Figure 4.1 outlines terminology of the stimulus delivery used throughout this study.  
To determine whether focal male responses were mediated by olfaction or gustation 
(taste), we also tested anosmic (ablation of olfactory sense) focal males in the same 
experimental paradigm in the chemosensory only condition. Males (n=3; SL: 43.2± 0.70 
mm; GSI>0.70) were rendered anosmic 2 days prior to behavioral experiments by 
sedating and immobilizing the fish via gradual cooling in ice-cold cichlid-system water 
and then bilaterally severing the olfactory nerves between the olfactory epithelia and 
olfactory bulbs. Anosmia was verified by lack of cfos expression in the olfactory bulb 
and reduced cfos expression in the posterior nucleus of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp), 
a forebrain region important in olfactory processing. Three sham-handled males were 
included to ensure effects in anosmic males were not due to the handling procedure. 
Sham males had the tissue covering their olfactory nerve cut as anosmic males did, but 
without causing any damage to the olfactory nerve. Incisions for both anosmic and 
sham-handled fish were sealed with VetbondTM. For behavioral testing, anosmic and 
sham males received only chemosensory signals from gravid females (no visual signal). 
The behavior of sham-handled males was verified as not different from intact males 
exposed to the same sensory conditions (chemosensory stimulus only).  
 Gravid (ripe with eggs) females (SL: 37.5± 2.1 mm, GSI>7.0) used as visual 
stimuli were selected the morning of experiments prior to feeding based on the 
presence of a distended abdomen due to the presence of large ova. Gonadosomatic 
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index (GSI, [gonad mass/(body mass-stomach mass)*100]) and ovulation state of 
females were verified after experiments.  For female-conditioned water used for 
chemosensory stimuli, four gravid females were selected in the morning prior to feeding 
and placed in a bucket with an air stone and allowed to soak in RO water for five hours. 
All solid materials (feces and/or algae) were removed from the water before stimulus 
delivery. The control RO-filtered water stimulus was also soaked for five hours in an 
identical (but separate) bucket with an air stone for five hours to match handling of 
female-conditioned water.  
 On the morning of experiments (08:30 - 09:30 a.m.), the focal male and visual 
stimulus female (if present) were fed 2 flakes of cichlid food, and the chemosensory 
stimuli were prepared.  Following the 5 hr. soaking period (at 1:30-2:30 p.m.), the gravid 
females (if present) were removed from the soaking bucket, and the stimulus water was 
transferred into a gravity feed bottle.  The black barrier was simultaneously removed 
and placed between the experimental and community compartments such that the focal 
male was visually exposed to the left stimulus compartment and visually blocked from 
the community on the right. Experiments lasted 40 minutes from the start of 
chemosensory stimulus delivery. 
Behavioral quantification 
 Focal male behaviors during the first 15 minutes of each experiment were scored 
using BORIS software (http://www.boris.unito.it/). Only the first 15 minutes were 
quantified because behaviors declined after this point and were therefore not 
representative of the stimulus-evoked response of the focal male. The male behaviors 
quantified were number of courtship behaviors and time spent performing searching 
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behavior (increased swimming activity/arousal). Courtship behaviors included body 
quivers, tail waggles, and leads towards the shelter. Searching was defined by 
increased swimming speed with at least one change in direction in the water column (up 
or down) that lasted at least 3 seconds. Bouts of searching were separated by pauses 
in swimming that lasted at least 2 seconds.  
Tissue preparation 
 Focal males were collected after 40 minutes of stimulation, sedated and 
immobilized in ice-cold cichlid-system water, and sacrificed by rapid cervical 
transection. Standard length, body mass, stomach mass, gonad mass and GSI were 
recorded. All dominant focal males had a GSI>0.70 and visual stimulus females had a 
GSI>7.0. Blood was collected from the caudal vein and centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 
min to isolate serum, and then stored at -80°C.  Brains were removed and fixed 
overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde made in 1XPBS (4% PFA), rinsed overnight in 
1XPBS , and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose overnight prior to sectioning (all at 4°C). 
Brains were embedded in OCT media (TissueTek), sectioned coronally at 20 µm with a 
cryostat, collected on alternate charged slides (Superfrost Plus, VWR), dried overnight 
at room temperature, and stored at -80° C. 
In-situ hybridization for cfos 
 To examine differences in neural activation in the brains of behaving focal males, 
we performed colorimetric in situ hybridization for the immediate early gene cfos using 
riboprobes specific for A. burtoni cfos mRNA as previously described (Butler and 
Maruska, 2016). We chose cfos as a marker for this study because our focus was to 
examine which brain regions received unimodal and multimodal visual-chemosensory 
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inputs, rather than the brain regions involved in the expression of behavioral outputs. It 
was previously shown in zebrafish that cfos is an ideal marker for determining neural 
activity associated with processing perceptual stimuli from the social environment (Teles 
et al., 2015). Briefly, slides of sectioned brains were rinsed at room temperature in 
1XPBS, fixed with 4% PFA, rinsed with 1XPBS, treated with proteinase K (10 µg/mL), 
rinsed with 1XPBS, fixed with 4%PFA, rinsed with 1XPBS followed by milliQ water, 
treated with 0.25% acetic anhydride in 0.1 M triethanolamine-HCL (pH 8.0), and rinsed 
with 1XPBS. Slides were then incubated in warmed pre-hybridization buffer at 60-65 ̊ C 
for 3 hours.  Subsequently, slides were then incubated with warmed hybridization buffer 
containing cfos riboprobe at 60-65 ̊ C for 12-16 hours sealed with HybriSlip covers in 
sealed humidified chambers.  Then, at this same temperature, sections were washed in 
2X SSC in 50% formamide with 0.1% Tween-20, followed by a 1:1 mixture of 2X SSC 
and maleic acid buffer with 0.1% Tween-20 (MABT).  MABT washes were then 
performed again at room temperature.  Non-specific binding was blocked with MABT 
with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 3 h and then slides were incubated with 
alkaline phosphatase (AP) anti-DIG fragments (Sigma Aldrich) overnight at 4 ̊C in a 
sealed humidified chamber.  Slides were then rinsed in MABT at room temperature, 
incubated in AP buffer, and then developed with nitro-blue tetrazolium / 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3’-indolyphosphate (NBT/BCIP)(Sigma Aldrich) substrate at 37  ̊C in darkness for 
2-3 h.  Slides were then rinsed in 1XPBS, fixed in 4% PFA, washed in 1XPBS, and 




Quantification of cfos-expressing cells 
To quantify differences in cfos staining in the brain, slides were visualized on a 
Nikon Eclipse Ni microscope and photographed with a color digital camera controlled by 
Nikon NIS-Elements software. Brightfield and phase contrast were used to visualize 
neuroanatomical markers and brain nuclei in relation to stained cells. Quantifications 
were done by an observer blind to experimental condition. cfos-positive cells were 
easily identifiable by dark purple staining inside the cell with a clear, discernible border. 
Final images were adjusted for levels, contrast, and brightness in Adobe Illustrator CC 
v21.10. Neuroanatomical structures were identified using a cresyl violet stained A. 
burtoni reference brain and A. burtoni brain atlas. Stereotactic and neuroanatomical 
markers were used to designate the borders and rostro-caudal extent of each region to 
ensure consistency across animals. The following socially-relevant regions of the brain 
were quantified: ventral nucleus of the ventral telencephalon (Vv), supracomissural 
nucleus of the ventral telencephalon (Vs), dorsal part of the ventral telencephalon (Vd), 
granular zone of lateral part of the dorsal telencephalon (Dl-g), fourth and fifth 
subdivisions of central part of the dorsal telencephalon (Dc-4 and Dc-5), anterior tuberal 
nucleus (ATn), anterior part of the periventricular preoptic area (nPPa). The posterior 
nucleus of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp) was also quantified, as it is an important 
olfactory processing region. Images were taken at the highest magnification (10X or 
20X objective) that encompassed the entire area of interest. For 10X images (Vs, Dl-g, 
Dp, and ATn), nuclei borders were outlined with either 50 µm x 50 µm gridlines (Dp, 
ATn) or 80 µm x 80 µm gridlines (Vs, Dl-g) applied to each image. Cfos-expressing cells 
in five randomly chosen boxes per section were counted for Vs and Dl-g and 4 
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randomly chosen boxes for Dp and ATn and cell density calculated by dividing the 
number of cells within the boxes by the total area of the boxes. For 20X images (Vv, Vd, 
nPPa, Dc-4, and Dc-5), the same procedure was followed, except nuclei borders were 
overlaid with 50 µm x 50 µm grid lines and cfos-expressing cells were counted in three 
boxes. For all regions, four consecutive sections were quantified for each region and 
averaged together for a cell density value (#cells/µm2) of that region for each animal. 
Values were then averaged across individuals exposed to the same sensory stimulus 
conditions.  
Steroid hormone assays 
 To test for differences in circulating sex-steroid hormones among visual-
chemosensory conditions, plasma 11-ketotestosterone (11-KT) and estradiol (E2) were 
measured using Enzyme ImmunoAssay (EIA) kits (Cayman Chemical, Inc.), as 
previously described and validated for A. burtoni (Maruska and Fernald, 2010b). For 
both steroids, 4.4 µl of plasma from each focal male was extracted three times using 
220 µl of ethyl ether and evaporated under a fume hood prior to re-constitution in assay 
buffer (1:50 dilution). Kit protocols were then strictly followed, plates were read at 405 
nm using a spectrophotometer microplate reader and steroid concentrations determined 
based on standard curves.  
Statistical analysis 
 Behavior and neural activation data were compared with One-way ANOVAs. 
Focal male courtship and searching behavior could not be normalized by transformation 
and were compared with non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis (KW) One-way ANOVA on 
Ranks with Dunn’s post-hoc tests (α =0.05). Behavior and neural activation in anosmic 
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and intact males were compared using student’s t-tests. To compare searching 
behavior in anosmic and intact males, data were log-transformed to pass equal 
variance. To test for differences in neural activation across sensory stimulus conditions, 
the density of cfos expressing cells in each brain nucleus was compared with 
parametric One-way ANOVA with SNK post-hoc tests. Cell density data that could not 
be transformed (one brain region only, Dc-5) were compared with KW One-way ANOVA 
on Ranks with Dunn’s post-hoc test. Pearson correlation tests were used to test for 
relationships among cfos-labeled cell densities across brain regions, and with courtship 
and search behavior to generate co-activation heat maps for each stimulus 
combination. Factor analyses were done using principal component extractions with 
Eigenvalues > 1 and components plotted in rotated space (varimax rotation). For 
discriminant function analysis, any missing values were replaced with the group mean 
(Dc-5 only). Significant outliers detected by Grubb’s test were removed prior to all 
comparisons (Dc-5: one outlier removed from cfos quantification). Steroid hormone 
levels were analyzed across stimulus condition for intact and anosmic males using 
ANCOVA with body size as a covariate. Statistical comparisons were performed in 
SigmaPlot 12.3 or SPSS 24. 
Results 
Behavioral response to unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory 
signals 
 
Focal males did not perform any courtship behaviors (body quivers, tail waggles, 
leads to shelter) in control and chemosensory only conditions (Figure 3.2A). In vision 
only conditions, focal males performed more courtship behaviors (1-9 total courtship 
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behaviors) than both control and chemosensory only conditions. However, the number 
of courtship behaviors was significantly higher when focal males received visual and 
  
Figure 3.2. Visual and chemosensory signals from gravid females induce 
distinct behaviors in dominant A. burtoni males. (A) Focal males require a 
visual signal from females to engage in courtship behaviors, but visual signals 
alone are sufficient to induce some courtship. Male courtship behaviors are 
dramatically increased when both visual and chemosensory signals from 
females are present. (B) Focal males spend more time searching when a 
visual, chemosensory, or paired visual-chemosensory signal from females is 
present compared to control conditions. Different letters indicate statistical 
differences at P<0.05 (KW One-way ANOVA on Ranks, SNK post-hoc).  Box 
plots were used to represent data: solid line indicates the median and dashed 
line indicates the mean. The box extends to the furthest data points within the 
25th and 75th percentile, and whiskers extend to the 10th and 90th percentile. 
Closed circles indicate data points outside the 5th and 95th percentile. Sample 
















































































chemosensory signals together (KW One-way ANOVA on Ranks, H=22.212, df=3, 
P<0.001; Dunn’s P<0.05) (Figure 3.2A). Thus, dominant A. burtoni males must see a 
receptive female to engage in specific courtship behaviors, but courtship is enhanced 
when visual signals are paired with chemosensory signals from females.!Searching 
behavior was observed in all focal males across all stimulus conditions. Focal males 
spent significantly more time searching in vision only, chemosensory only, and visual-
chemosensory conditions compared to controls, but searching did not differ among the 
three non-control conditions (KW One-way ANOVA on Ranks, H=12.645, df=3, 
P=0.005;  Dunn’s P<0.05) (Figure 3.2B).  
Neural activation  
! Focal males exposed to unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory 
signals from females showed differential neural activation patterns (quantified as cfos 
cell density) in regions that process sensory inputs and mediate social decisions. For 
example, activation in Vv was significantly higher when a visual signal was present 
regardless of whether or not a chemosensory signal was present (One-way ANOVA 
F(3,20)=8.516, P<0.001; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.3A). Activation in Vd also showed 
differences depending on stimuli, with greater neural activation when a chemosensory 
signal was present whether or not a visual signal was present (One-way ANOVA 
F(3,20)=16.627, P<0.001; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.3B). Activation in Vs was higher in the 
chemosensory only condition compared to the control, but did not differ from the visual 
only condition. Further, Vs activation was greater when multimodal visual-
chemosensory signals were presented compared to all other conditions (One-way 
ANOVA F(3,20)=11.262, P<0.001; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.3C). Activation in Dl-g in 
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chemosensory only and visual-chemosensory conditions was greater than that in 
controls, but the visual only condition did not differ from either of these or the control 
condition (One-way ANOVA F(3,20)=3.317, P=0.041; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.4A). Dp had 
greater activation when a!chemosensory stimulus was present, regardless of whether or 
not a visual signal was present, compared to controls (One-way ANOVA F(3,20)=4.565, 
P=0.014; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.4B). For nPPa, activation was greater when visual or 
chemosensory unimodal signals were present compared to the control. Further, when 
visual and chemosensory signals were presented together there was greater activation 
in nPPa compared to all other conditions (One-way ANOVA F(3,20)=41.205, P<0.001; 
SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.4C). In ATn, activation was greater in all stimulus conditions 
compared to the control, but stimulus conditions did not differ from one another (One-
way ANOVA F(3,20)=7.967, P=0.001; SNK P<0.05) (Figure 3.4). There was a significant 
difference in activation in Dc-5 across sensory stimulus conditions, but post-hoc tests 
were unable to detect differences (KW One-way ANOVA on Ranks, H=9.778, df=3, 
P=0.021, Dunn’s P>0.05). No significant differences in activation occurred among 




Figure 3.3. Unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals from females 
elicit distinct neural activation patterns in ventral telencephalic brain regions of 
dominant A. burtoni males. (A) Focal males show greater cfos expression in Vv when a 
visual signal is present, regardless of whether a chemosensory signal is present or not. 
(B) There is greater cfos expression in Vd when a chemosensory signal is present, 
regardless of whether a visual signal is present or not. (C). Neural activation in Vs is 
greater in the unimodal chemosensory signal condition compared to control, but it did 
not differ from the visual only condition. Activation in Vs was also greater in visual-
chemosensory compared to all other conditions. Photos show representative examples 
of cfos staining in each region for control conditions (1), visual only, chemosensory 
only (3), and visual and chemosensory (4). Outlines demonstrate approximate 
quantified area for each region. Scale bars represent 100 µm. Schematics show a 
lateral view of the brain with the approximate location of each region.  Different letters 






























































Figure 3.4. Unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals from 
females elicit distinct neural activation patterns in dorsal telencephalic and 
hypothalamic brain regions of dominant A. burtoni males. (A) In Dl-g, there is 
greater cfos expression in chemosensory only and visual-chemosensory conditions 
compared to controls, with activation in vision only conditions not different from 
either of these conditions or controls. (B) There is higher cfos expression in Dp 
when a chemosensory signal is present, regardless of whether a visual signal is 
present or not. (C). nPPa shows the greatest neural activation when both visual and 
chemosensory signals from females are present.  (D) In ATn, focal males show 
higher cfos expression in all visual-chemosensory sensory conditions compared to 
controls. Photos show representative examples of cfos staining in each region for 
control conditions (1), visual only, chemosensory only (3), and visual and 
chemosensory (4). Outlines demonstrate quantified area for each region. Scale bar 
in A represents 50 µm. Scale bars in B, C, and D represent 100 µm. Schematics 
show a lateral view of the brain with approximate location of each region. Different 
letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05 (One-way ANOVA). See Figure 3.2 






































































Behavior and neural activation in anosmic males  
We used anosmic males to test whether behavioral responses were mediated by 
olfaction or taste. Anosmia was verified in males by absence of cfos staining (no neural 
activation) in the inner cellular layer of the olfactory bulb, indicating no transmission of 
sensory information from the olfactory epithelium to the olfactory bulb when the olfactory 
nerves were severed (see Figure 3.5 for example cfos staining in the olfactory bulb). 
Anosmic males presented with only chemosensory signals from females (no visual 
signal) showed reduced cfos staining in the ICL compared to intact males that received 
the same stimulus   (Figure 3.5A).  
Figure 3.5. Anosmic dominant males show altered searching behavior and reduced 
cfos expression in known olfactory processing regions of the brain. (A) Anosmic 
males show decreased cfos expression (purple staining) in the olfactory bulb 
compared to intact males. Arrows indicate inner cellular layer of the olfactory bulb.  
(B) Anosmic males receiving only chemosensory signals from gravid females spend 
less time searching compared to intact males.  Anosmic males also have reduced 
neural activation (cfos cell density) in Vd (C), Vs (D), and Dp (E) compared to intact 
males receiving the same chemosensory only stimulus. Scale bars in A represent 
100 µm. Different letters indicate statistical significance at P<0.05. See Figure 3.2 




Further, anosmic males spent less time searching compared to intact focal males 
(student’s t-test, P=0.002) (Figure 3.5B) and also had fewer cfos-stained cells in Vd 
(student’s t-test, P=0.039) and Vs (student’s t-test, P=0.009) as well as in Dp (a known 
olfactory processing region) compared to intact focal males (student’s t-test, P=0.003) 
(Figure 3.5C-E). 
Hormone responses of intact and anosmic males 
 We measured circulating levels of 11-KT and estradiol in intact males exposed to 
uni- and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals, and in anosmic males. There 
was no difference in either hormone among males in any experimental group (11-KT: 
ANCOVA F(5,22) = 1.203, P=0.34; E2: ANCOVA F(6,19)=1.892, P=0.135). 
Correlations and multivariate analyses of brain regions and social 
behaviors 
 
 To investigate functional connectivity of the examined brain regions and how it 
relates to expression of social behaviors, we created heat maps from Pearson 
correlation coefficients of cfos cell density (Figure 3.6)!and number of social behaviors 
for each sensory condition (Figure 3.7). In control and visual only conditions, there were 
no significant correlations between any brain regions (Figure 3.6A-B). In the visual only 
condition, courtship behavior positively correlated with activation in nPPa and Vv 
(Figure 3.7). When only chemosensory signals were present, negative correlations were 






Figure 3.6. Males exposed to unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory 
signals from gravid females show different co-activation patterns in the brain. 
Heat maps of Pearson correlation coefficients (R=color scale) of cfos staining in 
brain nuclei in (A) control conditions; (B) unimodal visual only; (C) unimodal 
chemosensory only; and (D) multimodal visual and chemosensory. Heat maps 
ordered based on hierarchical clustering of brain regions for each condition. See 






























































































































































However, there was a positive correlation between searching behavior and neural 
activation in both nPPa and Dl-g (Figure 3.7A). When both visual and chemosensory 
signals were present, Vv, Vs, and nPPa were positively correlated with each other 
(Figure 3.6D) and with courtship behaviors (Figure 3.7B). Tables 3.1-3.4 show Pearson 
correlation coefficients and P values for cfos cell densities among brain regions for each 
condition. Tables 3.5-3.6 show correlation coefficients and P values among brain reions 
and behaviors in relevant conditions.  
To examine whether patterns of neural activation could correctly classify 
individual focal males into their respective sensory stimulus condition, we performed 
Figure 3.7. Males exposed to unimodal and multimodal visual and chemosensory 
signals from gravid females show different neural co-activation patterns related to 
social behaviors. Heat maps of Pearson correlation coefficients (R=color scale of 
Figure 3.6) of cfos staining in brain nuclei and (A) searching behaviors across all 
sensory conditions, and (B) courtship behaviors in unimodal visual only and 
multimodal visual and chemosensory conditions. Control and unimodal 
chemosensory conditions are not included in B because no courtship behaviors 
occurred in these conditions. See Tables 3.5 and 3.6 for R and P values. Asterisks 


























































canonical discriminant function analysis (DFA) and principal component analysis (PCA) 
on neural activation data for all investigated brain regions (Figure 3.8). DFA weights 
variable inputs (activation of brain regions) and determines if animals can be sorted into 
groups based on these variables, and identifies which variables may contribute to this 
sorting. Our DFA correctly classified 100% of animals into their respective groups 
(control, vision only, chemosensory only, vision and chemosensory) (Figure 3.8A). 
 
Table 3.1. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of A. burtoni 
males exposed to control conditions. Data represent correlation coefficients (R) and 
P-values (P) from dominant males exposed to control conditions (N=6). Data were 
used to create heat map in Figure 3.6A.  Bold indicates P<0.05. 
 Dl-g nPPa ATn Dc-5 Dc-4 Vv Vs Vd 
Dp     R 0.703 0.176 -0.042 0.116 -0.090 0.233 0.073 -0.522 
P 0.119 0.739 0.937 0.852 0.866 0.657 0.891 0.288 
Dl-g     R  0.310 0.278 -0.620 0.218 0.404 0.338 -0.033 
P  0.550 0.594 0.265 0.678 0.428 0.512 0.950 
nPPa     R   0.743 -0.269 -0.496 0.318 0.578 0.330 
P   0.901 0.662 0.317 0.539 0.230 0.523 
ATn     R    -0.731 -0.553 0.237 0.060 0.053 
P    0.160 0.255 0.651 0.911 0.920 
Dc-5     R     0.406 0.255 0.234 -0.052 
P     0.497 0.679 0.704 0.933 
Dc-4     R      0.399 0.349 0.346 
P      0.433 0.498 0.502 
Vv    R       0.522 0.080 
P       0.288 0.880 
Vs     R        0.751 





Table 3.2. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of A. 
burtoni males exposed to sexually-relevant unimodal visual signals. Data represent 
correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from dominant males exposed to visual 
only conditions (N=6). Data were used to create heat map in Figure 3.6B.  Bold 
indicates P<0.05. 
 Dp Dc-5 Dc-4 Vd Dl-g Vs Vv nPPa 
ATn    R -0.625 0.200 -0.169 -0.252 -0.078 0.131 0.019 0.396 
P 0.185 0.704 0.750 0.630 0.884 0.804 0.972 0.437 
Dp    R  -0.173 -0.180 -0.081 -0.633 -0.648 -0.597 -0.752 
P  0.743 0.733 0.879 0.177 0.164 0.211 0.085 
Dc-5    R   0.777 -0.466 -0.111 0.034 -0.057 -0.007 
P   0.69 0.352 0.835 0.949 0.915 0.989 
Dc-4    R    -0.040 0.012 0.122 0.262 0.036 
P    0.940 0.981 0.819 0.616 0.946 
Vd    R     0.221 0.582 0.786 0.580 
P     0.674 0.225 0.064 0.227 
Dl-g    R      0.757 0.621 0.618 
P      0.081 0.188 0.191 
Vs    R       0.915 0.948 
P       0.010 0.004 
Vv    R        0.892 








 Dc-5 Dl-g Vs Vv Vd Dp ATn nPPa 
Dc-4     R 
 
0.635 0.435 0.609 0.107 0.0169
0.0418 
-0.299 0.215 -0.655 
P 0.175 0.271 0.200 0.841 0.976 0.564 0.682 0.158 
Dc-5     R 
 
 0.506 0.526 0.168 0.111 -0.144 -0.290 -0.546 
P  0.306 0.284 0.751 0.834 0.785 0.577 0.263 
Dl-g     R 
 
  0.733 0.422 0.578 -0.212 -0.033 -0.846 
P   0.097 0.405 0.230 0.686 0.950 0.034 
 Vs     R    0.723 0.026 -0.663 0.351 -0.554 
P    0.104 0.961 0.151 0.495 0.254 
Vv     R     -0.412 -0.921 0.075 -0.288 
P     0.417 <0.01 0.990 0.580 
Vd     R      0.650 0.056 -0.375 
P      0.162 
 
0.916 0.464 
Dp     R       -0.081 0.246 
P       0.879 0.639 
ATn     R        0.267 
P        0.609 
Table 3.3. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of A. 
burtoni males exposed to sexually-relevant unimodal chemosensory signals. 
Data represent correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from dominant 
males exposed to chemosensory only conditions (N=6). Data were used to 
create heat map in Figure 3.6C.  Bold indicates P<0.05. 
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 Dp Dc-5 Dc-4 Vd Dl-g Vs Vv nPPa 
ATn    R 
 
-0.625 0.200 -0.169 -0.252 -0.078 0.131 0.019 0.396 
P 0.185 0.704 0.750 0.630 0.884 0.804 0.972 0.437 
Dp    R 
 
 -0.173 -0.180 -0.081 -0.633 -0.648 -0.597 -0.752 
P  0.743 0.733 0.879 0.177 0.164 0.211 0.085 
Dc-5    R 
 
  0.777 -0.466 -0.111 0.034 -0.057 -0.007 
P   0.69 0.352 0.835 0.949 0.915 0.989 
 
Dc-4    R    -0.040 0.012 0.122 0.262 0.036 
P    0.940 0.981 0.819 0.616 0.946 
Vd    R     0.221 0.582 0.786 0.580 
P     0.674 0.225 0.064 0.227 
Dl-g    R      0.757 0.621 0.618 
P      0.081 0.188 0.191 
Vs    R       0.915 0.948 
P       0.010 0.004 
Vv    R        0.892 
P        0.017 
Table 3.4. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei of A. 
burtoni males exposed to sexually-relevant multimodal visual-chemosensory 
signals. Data represent correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from 
dominant males exposed to dual visual-chemosensory signals from females 













Dp     R 
 
0.288 0.296 0.198 -0.324 
P 0.580 0.569 0.708 0.531 
Dc-5     R 
 
0.048 -0.165 0.304 -0.338 
P 0.939 0.755 0.558 0.513 
Dc-4     R 
 
-0.362 -0.638 0.389 -0.210 
P 0.481 0.247 0.445 0.690 
ATn     R -0.237 0.557 0.281 0.581 
P 0.651 0.251 0.589 0.227 
Vd     R -0.918 0.124 0.850 0.425 
P 0.01 0.815 0.032 0.401 
Dl-g     R -0.222 0.215 0.852 -0.297 
P 0.673 0.682 0.031 0.568 
Vs    R -0.900 -0.143 0.527 0.052 
P 0.014 0.786 0.282 0.922 
Vv    R -0.433 0.001 -0.005 0.265 
P 0.391 0.998 0.993 0.612 
nPPa    R -0.537 0.117 -0.637 0.340 
P 0.272 0.825 0.173 0.509 
Table 3.5. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei and 
searching behavior of A. burtoni malesvexposed to control conditions and 
sexually-relevant uni- and multimodal visual-chemosensory signals. Data 
represent correlation coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from dominant males 
exposed to each sensory condition (N=6 for each condition). Data were used to 
create heat map in Figure 3.7A.  Bold indicates P<0.05. 
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Dp     R 
 
-0.225 -0.717 
P 0.668 0.109 
Dc-5     R 
 
-0.305 0.267 
P 0.556 0.609 
Dc-4     R 
 
-0.298 0.433 
P 0.627 0.391 
ATn     R 0.009 0.114 
P 0.986 0.830 
Vd     R -0.090 0.493 
P 0.866 0.321 
Dl-g     R 0.264 0.720 
P 0.613 0.107 
Vs    R 0.180 0.941 
P 0.733 0.005 
Vv    R 0.896 0.918 
P 0.016 0.010 
nPPa    R 0.976 0.882 
P <0.001 0.020 
Table 3.6. Pearson correlation coefficients of cfos staining in brain nuclei and 
courtship behavior of A. burtoni males exposed to sexually-relevant unimodal visual 
signals and multimodal visual-chemosensory signals. Data represent correlation 
coefficients (R) and P-values (P) from dominant males exposed to visual only and 
dual visual-chemosensory signals (N=6 for each condition). Data were used to 
create heat map in Figure 3.7B.  Bold indicates P<0.05. 
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Function 1 was driven positively by nPPa and Dp and explained 67.6% of the 
variance. Function 2 was driven positively by Vd and Dc-5 but negatively by nPPa and 
Vv, and accounted for 29.2% of the variance. Together functions 1 and 2 explained 
96.8% of the variance and separated males into the four sensory  
stimulus groups based on neural activation patterns alone. PCA of cfos activation in 
examined brain regions produced two significant components driving variability in the 
data (Figure 3.8B; N = 24 animals; Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
= 0.577; Bartlett’s test of sphericity chi-squared = 101.693, df = 36, P<0.001). 
Component 1 accounted for 42.8% of variance and was strongly weighted by ATn, Vv, 
and nPPa. Component 2 accounted for 17.982% of variance and was loaded by Dp and 
Vd. Based on the regions driving each node, components 1 and 2 likely represent visual 
and chemosensory inputs, respectively. A summary of differences in neural activation in 
each region with each unimodal and multimodal sensory input (compared to control 
conditions) is shown in the Venn diagram of Figure 3.8C.  
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Discussion 
We investigated behavioral, physiological, and neural responses of dominant A. 
burtoni males to uni- and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals from 
reproductively-receptive females. Our results show that males need sexually-relevant 
Figure 3.8. A. burtoni males exposed to unimodal and multimodal visual and 
chemosensory signals show distinct neural activation patterns. (A) Discriminant function 
analysis correctly classified 100% of focal males into their respective sensory stimulus 
categories based on brain activation patterns alone. Stars represent group centroids of 
focal males exposed to control conditions (white), unimodal visual only (green), unimodal 
chemosensory only (purple), and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals (blue). 
(B) Principal component analysis of cfos staining in socially-relevant and sensory 
processing brain regions. (C) Venn diagram summarizing neural activation in males 
exposed to unimodal visual only, unimodal chemosensory only, and multimodal visual 
and chemosensory signals from females. Brain regions that exhibited greater activation 
in at least one of the sensory conditions compared to control conditions are shown. 
Regions in overlapping circles indicate similar activation in each of the relevant 
overlapping conditions. Asterisks indicate regions that showed greater activation in the 
multimodal vision-chemosensory condition compared to the other unimodal sensory 
conditions. Regions that showed no change in activation compared to control conditions 




























































visual signals from females to engage in stereotypical courtship behaviors such as body 
quivers, tail waggles, and leads into the spawning territory. However, the number of 
courtship behaviors was greater when males were simultaneously exposed to visual 
and chemosensory signals from females, compared to either sensory signal alone. 
When a female visual signal was absent, males showed increased searching activity in 
response to female-conditioned water compared to control water, suggesting that these 
chemosensory signals may stimulate male motivation. Importantly, we also tested 
anosmic (olfactory ablated) males to demonstrate that this searching behavior is 
primarily mediated by the olfactory system rather than gustation. Using the immediate 
early gene cfos as a proxy for neural activation, we also revealed that decision and 
olfactory processing regions show differential activation when dominant males are 
exposed to visual and chemosensory signals together compared to exposure of either 
sensory signal alone. 
Behavioral and physiological responses to uni- and multimodal signals 
By examining behavioral responses to both uni- and multimodal visual-
chemosensory signals, we show that male A. burtoni must see a female to perform 
courtship behaviors, but courtship is dramatically increased when chemosensory 
information is also available. It is well known that animals across taxa use multimodal 
signals for communication, particularly in courtship and reproductive contexts (Darwin 
and Prodger, 1998). A multimodal signal often benefits the receiver by allowing for 
better detection and localization of the signaler (Hasson, 1989), reduced habituation of 
individual signals (Todt and Fiebelkorn, 1980), and potential priming of one signal by 
another (Partan and Marler, 2005). The classification of multimodal signals into two 
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broad categories, redundant and non-redundant, is based on the receiver’s response to 
each unimodal component separately and the response to the combined multimodal 
signal (Partan and Marler, 1999). In a simplified description, redundant signals are 
those that “mean the same thing” or result in the same response alone and together, 
while non-redundant signals “carry multiple messages” or result in altered responses 
(Moller and Pomiankowski, 1993; Johnstone, 1996; Partan and Marler, 2005). Based on 
these criteria, visual-chemosensory multimodal signals from gravid A. burtoni females 
are non-redundant because males’ behavioral responses to each unimodal signal and 
to the combined multimodal signal are all different, demonstrating that they convey 
different information. Vision alone elicits courtship behaviors while smell alone does not, 
however smell alone does induce increased searching behavior. In addition, dual visual-
chemosensory signals result in increased courtship behavior compared to visual only 
conditions, while maintaining the searching behavior. This altered behavioral response 
from a multimodal signal is called “modulation”, and thus, visual-chemosensory signals 
in A. burtoni are classified as non-redundant modulatory signals. Thus, males likely get 
arousal and/or motivational information from chemosensory signals and visual signals 
elicit the courtship behaviors. In a similar study in A. burtoni, males exposed to the 
putative pheromone 17α-20β-dihydroprogesterone as a chemosensory signal showed 
no difference in the number of courtship displays when presented with and without a 
female visual signal (O'Connell et al., 2013). However, we used female-conditioned 
water that contains a “cocktail” of odorants as opposed to a single putative pheromonal 
compound. Indeed, specific behavioral and physiological responses to pheromones 
from conspecifics are typically due to a particular combination of compounds rather than 
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a single odorant (Stacey, 2003; Derby and Sorensen, 2008).  This mixed vs. single 
odorant application likely accounts for the different responses, especially since the 
identity of the pheromonal compounds released by A. burtoni are currently unknown. 
We also examined male physiological responses to visual and chemosensory 
uni- and multimodal signals by measuring circulating 11-ketotestosterone (11-KT) and 
estradiol (E2) levels and found no difference across any condition. Similarly, males 
exposed to reproductive contexts in another study showed no difference in levels of 11-
KT after exposure to visual and chemical stimuli (O'Connell et al., 2013). All males used 
in our study were highly dominant and territorial, meaning sustained high levels of these 
circulating hormones. The lack of context-specific stimulus-induced changes in our 
experiment may be due to circulating levels already being at or close to their 
physiological maximum (Parikh et al., 2006; Maruska and Fernald, 2010a; Maruska et 
al., 2013b; Maruska, 2015). 
Neural activation in response to uni- and multimodal visual-chemosensory 
signals 
 
Receiver behavior determines the use of true multimodal signaling in specific 
contexts (Partan and Marler, 2005), but there is a lack of information on how and where 
unimodal and multimodal signals are integrated in the brain to produce such behaviors 
(Partan, 2013). Using in situ hybridization for the IEG cfos, we examined neural 
activation patterns in social and olfactory-relevant brain regions as a result of uni- and 
multimodal signals. Some brain regions showed activation that was dependent on only 
one signal. For example, there was greater activation in Vv in males exposed to a visual 
signal from females, regardless of the presence of a chemosensory signal, while greater 
activation in Vd occurred in response to chemosensory signals regardless of vision.  
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Vv (homologous in part to the mammalian lateral septum) is well-known for its role in 
reproduction and courtship behaviors (Satou et al., 1984; Wullimann and Mueller, 
2004). Component 1 of our PCA was driven strongly by Vv activation demonstrating the 
importance of sexually-relevant information to Vv. Neurons in Vv of the zebrafish also 
pool inputs from diverse mitral cells in the olfactory bulbs and respond more strongly to 
a mixture than to individual components of an odorant, suggesting that olfactory 
processing in this region may contribute to control of general behavioral or physiological 
state (Yaksi et al., 2009). Here, visual exposure to females resulted in greater activation 
in Vv, as well as an increased courtship response in males. Thus, we provide additional 
evidence for the already well-documented role of Vv in decisions related to sexual 
behaviors.  
The mammalian homolog of the teleost Vd is somewhat debated, but is 
considered in part to be the nucleus accumbens and/or striatal formation (O'Connell and 
Hofmann, 2011), both of which are involved in reward behavior. In teleosts, Vd is 
important for arousal (Forlano and Bass, 2011) and receives direct input from the 
olfactory bulbs (Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998). We previously showed that A. burtoni 
females have increased activation in Vd following reproductive interactions in full 
contact settings (when chemosensory signals were presumably released by males) 
(Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Field and Maruska, 2017). Here, greater activation in Vd 
occurred when males were exposed to female-conditioned water regardless of a visual 
signal, and there was reduced activation in anosmic males. Further, activation in Vd 
was positively correlated with searching behavior (indicator of motivation) in 
chemosensory only conditions in intact males. Thus, our results further support Vd in 
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integrating sexually-relevant chemosensory signals that stimulate arousal/motivation in 
males, similar to the nucleus accumbens in mammals (Becker et al., 2001; Portillo and 
Paredes, 2004; Hosokawa and Chiba, 2005).  
Dp (homologous to the mammalian primary olfactory cortex) also showed 
increased activation when smell was present, and reduced activation in anosmic males, 
confirming its role in olfactory processing (Satou, 1990; Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998; 
Kermen et al., 2013). Further, component 2 of our PCA was most strongly driven by 
activation in Dp. More than just primary odor detection, Dp is implicated in odor memory 
and deciphering quality of complex odor mixtures (Yaksi et al., 2009; Mori, 2014). In 
zebrafish, Dp neurons establish representations of complex odor objects, potentially for 
use in the formation and recall of odor memories (Yaksi et al., 2009). In Mozambique 
tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus) gene expression in Dp changes depending on the 
odorants, providing information on social context of the odorant (i.e. from dominant 
male, subordinate male, receptive female) (Simões et al., 2015). Investigation of which 
genes may be up- or down-regulated in Dp of A. burtoni following stimulation with 
female-conditioned water would provide further information on how sexually-relevant 
olfactory information may be processed to produce specific social behaviors.  
Two regions we investigated showed an additive response to multimodal visual-
chemosensory signals: nPPa and Vs. This response suggests integration of sexually-
relevant visual and chemosensory signals in these regions. nPPa is a sub-region of the 
pre-optic area (POA) which is widely viewed as a core brain center for reproduction and 
social behaviors across vertebrates (Forlano and Bass, 2011). It also plays a major role 
as a sensory integration center leading to motor and neuroendocrine responses in a 
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variety of social contexts, including aggression, sexual arousal, and reproduction 
(Forlano and Bass, 2011). Thus, greater activation in nPPa with either of the sexually-
relevant unimodal signals, and even greater activation with paired visual-chemosensory 
signals may be expected, but future studies that examine which neuronal phenotypes 
might be activated in different sensory conditions should provide further insights. 
Similarly, Vs (homologous to mammalian medial amygdala) is involved in processing 
the salience of sensory information (Gray, 1999; Newman, 1999), including sexually-
relevant chemosensory signals (Kyle and Peter, 1982) making it essential for sexual 
motivation [reviewed in (Forlano and Bass, 2011)]. Indeed, Vs is crucial for courtship 
and spawning in males of several fish species (Kyle et al., 1982; Satou, 1990), and 
receives visual, chemosensory, and acoustic information (Kyle et al., 1982; Gray, 1999; 
Butler and Maruska, 2016). In addition, Vs receives input from POA, Vd, and Vv 
(Demski and Northcutt, 1983; Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998), each of which showed 
specific responses to uni- and multimodal visual-chemosensory signals in A. burtoni. Vs 
also has reciprocal connections with the olfactory bulbs (Demski and Northcutt, 1983; 
Forlano and Bass, 2011), and the greater activation observed in chemosensory only 
conditions was eliminated in anosmic males. Thus, the activation from multimodal 
visual-chemosensory signaling we observed further support Vs in processing sensory 
information that is important for courtship behavior in A. burtoni males.  
In contrast to nPPa and Vs, ATn and Dl-g showed greater activation in response 
to each unimodal signal and the multimodal signal compared to control, and these 
responses were not different from one another. This suggests a broader role in 
mediating visual and chemosensory stimuli. The precise function of ATn [putative 
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homolog of the mammalian ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH)] in teleosts is currently 
unknown, but this region has projections to POA, suggesting involvement in social 
behavior (Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998). In A. burtoni females, activation of ATn was 
increased following aggressive interactions (Field and Maruska, 2017), which is also 
observed in mammals (Kollack and Newman, 1992; Lin et al., 2011; Field and Maruska, 
2017). In A. burtoni males, ATn is important in the transition between social statuses 
(Maruska et al., 2013a), as well as processing mechanosensory signals from lateral line 
stimulation during aggressive interactions (Butler and Maruska, 2016), thus implicating 
ATn in a variety of social behaviors. As well as mediating aggression, our data indicate 
a role in reproductive contexts. Similarly, sexually dimorphic neurons in the VMH of 
mice regulate both sexual and aggressive behaviors in males (Yang et al., 2013). In the 
current study, exposure to each reproductively-relevant sensory condition resulted in a 
similar activation response compared to control conditions, and component 1 of our 
PCA was driven strongly by ATn. However, ATn may not be explicitly involved in 
processing signals from specific sensory modalities, but rather mediate a more general 
response in courtship and reproduction. Examining neural activation with a different 
IEG, such as egr-1, may better identify regions involved in particular behavioral 
responses.  
Similar to ATn, Dl-g showed greater activation in response to all uni- and 
multimodal signals in comparison to control conditions. Dl (putative homolog of the 
mammalian hippocampus) is involved in learning and memory (Rodriguez et al., 2002). 
In A. burtoni females, Dl-g had greater activation in response to social (reproductive and 
aggressive contexts) compared to non-social conditions (Field and Maruska, 2017). The 
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general increase in cfos expression shown here may reflect a similar response to 
general social stimulation. Activation in Dl-g was positively correlated with searching 
behavior with unimodal chemosensory signals, but there is not currently any evidence to 
support Dl-g as an olfactory processing region. However, A. burtoni males must be able 
to locate females in order to spawn. In fact, males that successfully completed a spatial 
learning task that allowed them to access females showed greater activation in the Dl 
(Wood et al., 2011). Thus, correlation of activation in Dl-g with searching behavior 
during chemosensory only conditions may reflect some aspect of spatial cognition in 
males motivated to locate females and their territory shelters for spawning.  
In addition to examining neural responses in individual regions, we also performed 
Pearson correlations among brain regions in response to uni- and multimodal visual-
chemosensory signals to gain a better understanding of the functional connectivity, if 
any, of these regions (Teles et al., 2015). In control and visual only conditions, no 
significant correlations were observed among any investigated brain nuclei. When only 
chemosensory signals were present, however, there were negative correlations 
between Dp and Vv, as well as between nPPa and Dl-g. In response to multimodal 
signals, nPPa, Vv, and Vs were all positively correlated with each other. While true 
functional connectivity of these regions could not be completely elucidated (possibly due 
to low sample size of 6 for each condition), the different neural activity patterns 
demonstrate unique responses to sexually-relevant visual, chemosensory, and 
combined visual-chemosensory signals in male receivers. Further, these regions exhibit 
anatomical connectivity and have each been implicated in courtship and reproductive 
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displays (Demski and Northcutt, 1983; Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998; Forlano and 
Bass, 2011).  
While our primary focus was to examine which brain regions might be involved in 
reception and processing of visual-chemosensory information, we also performed 
correlations of cfos cell density in each region with searching and courtship behaviors in 
male receivers. In control conditions, Vs and Vd were both negatively correlated with 
searching behavior, while in chemosensory only conditions Dl-g and Vd were both 
positively correlated with searching behavior, suggesting that chemosensory inputs may 
be driving a motivational response in males. No correlations with searching behavior 
were observed for any brain region in the vision only and visual-chemosensory 
multimodal contexts. However, males perform courtship behaviors during both of these 
conditions, and the drive to engage in reproductive behaviors likely overpowers 
searching. In other words, if a male can see a female he will engage in courtship 
behavior rather than searching behavior. It should also be noted that cfos expression is 
more associated with the reception of sensory information, rather than specific 
behavioral outputs (Teles et al., 2015). Although visual only conditions resulted in no 
correlations between neural activation and searching behavior, courtship behavior 
positively correlated with activation in Vv and nPPa. While these regions both have well-
established roles in courtship, our data suggests that Vv and nPPa are likely involved in 
processing visual signals, at a neural level above the primary visual input centers, to 
produce specific reproductive behaviors.  
In multimodal conditions, activation in Vv, nPPa, and Vs, which all positively 
correlated with each other, also positively correlated with courtship behavior. These 
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regions are all parts of the SDMN (O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011); Vv and Vs are 
shared between the social behavior network and mesolimbic reward system that makes 
up the SDMN, and nPPa is part of the social behavior network (Newman, 1999; 
O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011). As such, all of these regions have well-established 
involvement in reproductive and courtship behavior in fishes (Demski and Knigge, 1971; 
Macey et al., 1974; Kyle and Peter, 1982; Kyle et al., 1982; Satou et al., 1984; Satou, 
1990). Further, we previously showed that A. burtoni females had greater activation in 
these same regions during reproductive contexts (Field and Maruska, 2017), 
demonstrating similar functions in reproduction across sexes. Here, the observed co-
activation of these regions correlated with courtship behavior of males provides 
evidence of integration of visual and chemosensory information from gravid females that 
are vital to reproductive success.  
Summary 
All animals must constantly integrate information from their environment with 
their own internal state to make important behavioral decisions. While we previously 
knew that visual and chemosensory signals were important for communication between 
sexes in A. burtoni (Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Field and Maruska, 2017), we show 
here that combined visual and chemosensory signals result in higher levels of male 
courtship behaviors, demonstrating a crucial role for chemosensory signals in 
reproduction. The behavioral responses in receiver males allow us to classify 
multimodal visual-chemosensory signals as non-redundant modulatory signals (Partan 
and Marler, 1999). By examining neural activation patterns with the IEG cfos, we 
identify decision centers involved in processing information from visual and 
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chemosensory signals alone and together at an integration level above primary sensory 
processing. Vv and Vd, for example, both showed differential activation driven by one 
sensory modality, while ATn and Dl-g show greater activation in response to any and all 
sensory inputs. nPPa and Vs, however, show greatest activation with combined visual 
and chemosensory signals, suggesting sensory integration for behavioral decisions. By 
correlating neural activation in socially-relevant brain regions with courtship behaviors, 
we also show that activation in Vv, Vs, and nPPa is associated with increased courtship 
behavior in males receiving multimodal visual-chemosensory signals from receptive 
females. Further, our DFA correctly classified 100% of males receiving no sexually-
relevant signals (control conditions), visual signals only, chemosensory signals only, 
and multimodal visual-chemosensory signals based on neural activation alone. Thus, 
we demonstrate that multimodal visual-chemosensory signals are fundamentally 
different from either signal alone. These data provide insight on how different 
components of multimodal sensory inputs are received in the social brain, linked to 
essential behavioral outputs, and provide a framework for future studies on the 
evolution of sensory perception and multimodal signaling across species.  
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 Chemoreception is essential for survival and reproduction across the animal 
kingdom. Given their aquatic environment, fishes are constantly exposed to water-
soluble odorants that are readily detected via the olfactory epithelium (Hara, 1994; 
Kotrschal, 2000). In contrast to gustation (taste), which primarily mediates feeding 
behaviors in fishes, olfaction functions in feeding, navigation, predator avoidance, kin 
recognition, and various social interactions including mate detection and selection 
(Sorensen, 1992; Hara, 1994; Stacey, 2011). In fact, it is well established that several 
species use chemosensory communication during social interactions, with females often 
being senders of potent olfactory signals that function as pheromones released in the 
urine (Bradbury and Vehrencamp; Sorensen, 1992; Stacey, 2011). Detection of these 
urine-released compounds can result in robust behavioral and physiological responses 
in receivers (Stacey, 2011). In some species such as goldfish, pheromone detection is 
required for spawning synchronization and successful mating (Kawaguchi et al., 2014). 
Despite the prevalence and known importance of chemosensory signaling in fishes, the 
molecular mechanisms underlying pheromone detection remains unknown in most  
species.  
 In fishes,  the olfactory epithelium (OE) lies beneath the nares openings on each 
side of the head and  contains three main types of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) 
that differ in morphology, receptor expression, and function: microvillus, ciliated, and 





but only limited information is available on their distribution and function) (Hamdani el 
and Doving, 2007; Ahuja et al., 2014; Yoshihara, 2014; Wakisaka et al., 2017). While 
microvillus and ciliated ORNs have roles in detecting food odorants and some social 
cues (such as alarm substances), the precise function of crypt cells is more elusive 
(Hamdani el and Doving, 2006; 2007; Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012). Crypt 
neurons are sparse in number compared to cORNs and mORNs, are typically located in 
the most superficial layer of the teleost OE, and several lines of research suggest a role 
for these cells in pheromone detection (Zeiske et al., 1992; Sato and Suzuki, 2001; 
Bazaes et al., 2013; Kermen et al., 2013). For example, in sexually mature carp, crypt 
neurons localize to the surface of the OE during the breeding season and increase in 
density, presumably to facilitate detection of sexually-relevant compounds (Hamdani el 
et al., 2008). In addition, some species show a preferential response of crypt neurons to 
pheromones after sexual maturity (Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012). However, with 
over 30,000 extant species of fishes, further characterization of crypt cell function is 
needed, particularly in species known to use pheromones during reproduction.  
In mammals, vomeronasal type-1 receptors (VRs) detect pheromones. In fishes, 
these receptors were originally termed vomeronasal-like type 1 receptors, but were 
renamed olfactory receptor class-A related receptors (Hashiguchi and Nishida, 2006; 
2007; Saraiva and Korsching, 2007). These receptors are a conserved family of G-
protein coupled receptors, are hypothesized to play a role in pheromone detection and 
sexual communication in fishes, and are encoded by the ora gene family (Saraiva and 
Korsching, 2007; Shi and Zhang, 2007; Ota et al., 2012). This gene family is small (6 





vertebrates suggesting a role in the detection of conserved chemicals such as 
pheromones (Saraiva and Korsching, 2007; Ota et al., 2012). All six genes of the ora 
family, ora1-ora6, are identified in several fish species including cichlids (Ota et al., 
2012; Bazaes et al., 2013). Further, in zebrafish, crypt cells express ora4 but no other 
member of the ora family (Oka et al., 2012). While the presence of ORA receptors are 
characterized in several fishes (Saraiva and Korsching, 2007), whether plasticity in ora 
gene expression across the reproductive cycle might contribute to chemosensory-
mediated behaviors remains unexplored.  
 Astatotilapia burtoni is ideally suited to examine potential social and reproductive 
plasticity of crypt cell and ora expression. This species of cichlid is endemic to Lake 
Tanganyika, the largest of the rift valley lakes in Africa and lives in a lek-like breeding 
system. Males exist in two reversible phenotypes, dominant and subordinate, which is 
determined by their social environment. Dominant males are brightly colored, engage in 
territorial displays with rival males to defend spawning territories, and actively court 
females to spawn. Subordinate males, in contrast, are drably colored and do not defend 
territories or engage in courtship displays, but rather, shoal with females (Fernald, 
1977). However, if given the chance, subordinate males will rapidly take on dominant 
traits within minutes of a social opportunity (Fernald, 2009; Maruska et al., 2011; 
Maruska et al., 2013). Color changes, participation in aggressive and courtship 
behaviors, as well as an up-regulated reproductive axis begin within minutes of a social 
ascent (Maruska and Fernald, 2010a). Thus, males exhibit a plastic repertoire of 
dominance traits accompanied by different needs related to detection of sexually-





Upon successful courtship, spawning occurs between a courting dominant male 
and a receptive female. A. burtoni females are mouthbrooders and following spawning 
will carry their young in their mouths for the duration of development (~2 weeks) (Renn 
et al., 2009). During brooding, females undergo a period of starvation and are incapable 
of spawning, and males are able to distinguish reproductively receptive females from 
un-receptive females. Once development is complete, females will release the young as 
free-swimming fry and take them back into their mouths for protection for a period of  
~48 hours following the initial release. After this, females enter a recovery phase and 
switch to self-promoting behaviors including feeding, to build up energy for egg 
production. Following this recovery period of ~2 weeks, females become gravid (ovary 
full of ripe eggs) and eventually undergo ovulation, during which they are receptive to 
courting dominant males (Renn et al., 2009). Thus, both males and females regularly 
cycle between different reproductive states. Dominant males and receptive females 
have increased spawning potential, whereas subordinate males and brooding females 
are reproductively suppressed. Importantly, we can manipulate the social environment 
in laboratory settings to achieve the desired social and reproductive state of both sexes, 
allowing us to investigate potential differences in olfactory receptor mechanisms that 
may change with social and reproductive state.  
 Both sexes of A. burtoni use chemosensory communication during social 
interactions, including reproduction. Males release more urine towards receptive 
females, and females release more urine towards dominant males (Maruska and 
Fernald, 2012; Field and Maruska, 2017). In addition, males exposed to female-





courtship behaviors than when he can only see a female, demonstrating that important 
information is contained in the urine (de Caprona, 1974). Indeed, hormone metabolites 
are known to function as pheromones in several fish species (Sorensen, 1992; Stacey, 
2011). Further, the olfactory system of A. burtoni is sensitive to conjugated, but not 
unconjugated, steroids that are likely released via the urine rather than through 
alternative routes such as gills and skin (Cole and Stacey, 2006). Thus, while the use of 
pheromones to communicate has been established in this species, a receptor 
mechanism responsible for detecting relevant compounds is not. Further, it is unknown 
whether the A. burtoni olfactory epithelium contains crypt neurons. Here, I used 
immunohistochemistry to localize crypt cells in the olfactory epithelium and qPCR to test 
the hypothesis that ora expression in the OE varies with reproductive state in males and 
females.  
Materials and Methods 
Animals 
Adult Astatotilapia burtoni (Günther, 1894) from a wild-caught stock were kept in 
aquaria under water and lighting conditions that are similar to their natural habitat in 
Lake Tanganyika Africa (28°C; pH 8.0; 12h light:12h dark cycle). These fish were bred 
in laboratories since original collection in the 1970s and exhibit behaviors similar to 
those in wild populations (Fernald, 1977). Aquaria contained gravel-covered floors and 
half terra cotta pots to serve as shelters and spawning territories. Fish were fed cichlid 
flakes (AquaDine, Healdsburg, CA, USA) daily and supplemented with brine shrimp 
twice a week. All experiments were performed in accordance with the recommendations 





of Laboratory Animals, 2011. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA. 
Experimental animals 
To investigate differences in ora expression with social status and reproductive 
states, we set up dyads to force males into dominant and subordinate phenotypes. In 
each dyad, two males from different community tanks were size-matched and placed 
into a 37.8L tank with 3 females for 4 weeks. If clear dominant and subordinate 
phenotypes were not established within 48h, a new dyad was created. At the end of 4 
weeks, olfactory epithelia from each male (one dominant and one subordinate) were 
collected. To compare ora expression among females of different reproductive states, 
we collected OE from gravid, ovulated, and brooding females from dyads throughout the 
4 weeks and replaced with size-matched females upon removal. Gravid and ovulated 
females were identified by extended abdomen prior to feeding (indicating large ova 
present in the ovaries), with ovulated females being aggressively courted by dominant 
males. All brooding females were collected half way through the brooding cycle (5-7 
days into brooding). Social status and reproductive potential were established after 
animal collection by measuring gonadosomatic index (GSI=[gonad mass/body 
mass]*100). Dominant males had GSI > 8.0 (1.035 ± 0.36) subordinate males GSI < 0.5 
(0.272 ± 0.15), gravid and ovulated females GSI > 7.0 (gravid: 8.588 ±1.68; ovulated 
9.58 ± 1.16)  and brooding females GSI < 1.0 (0.558 ± 0.204). Ovulated individuals 
were identified as those females containing eggs at least partially released from the 







Fish were immobilized in ice-cold fish water, sacrificed by cervical transection, 
and standard length (SL), body mass, gonad mass, and GSI were determined. For 
qPCR of ora expression, olfactory epithelia were dissected and frozen at -80°C until 
isolation of RNA. For in situ hybridization to localize ora genes, and 
immunohistochemistry for s100 to identify crypt cells, A. burtoni olfactory epithelial 
tissue was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1-8 hours, rinsed once in 1x 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) overnight until cryoprotection in 30% sucrose 
overnight prior to sectioning. Epithelia were mounted in OCT media (TissueTek, Sakura, 
Torrance, CA, USA) and sectioned in the transverse plane at 20 µm on a cryostat, 
collected onto alternate charged slides (Superfrost plus, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA), 
allowed to adhere for 2 nights at room temperature, and then stored at -80ºC until 
staining. 
Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) to measure ora 
expression 
 
Total RNA was isolated from homogenized epithelia following standard methods 
(RNeasy Micro kit, Qiagen) as described previously (Maruska and Fernald, 2010b; 
Maruska et al., 2011). RNA from each sample was reverse-transcribed to cDNA (kit) 
and diluted 1:3 prior to quantitative RT-PCR reactions. qRT-PCR was used to measure 
mRNA levels of two housekeeping genes (eef1a and arp) and all 6 ora genes (ora1-
ora6) in the olfactory epithelium. Primer pairs were commercially synthesized 
(Invitrogen) and are shown in Table 4.1 with sequences indicated 5’ to 3’.  
Reaction efficiencies and cycle thresholds were determined from the 





Table 4.1. Primer sequences (5’ to 3’) for qRT-PCR for ora1-ora6 
software (Zhao and Fernald, 2005). The relative amount of mRNA for each ora gene 
was normalized to the geomean of the two reference genes (eef1a and arp) as 
previously described (Maruska and Fernald, 2010b; Maruska et al., 2011). Expression 
of both reference genes did not differ between compared groups (males: eef1a t-test 
P=0.36; arp t-test P=0.71. Females: eef1a One-way ANOVA F(2, 26) = 2.132, P=0.141; 
arp One-way ANOVA on Ranks H=2.215, P=0.330)  and were deemed suitable 
reference genes. Each primer pair produced a single melting curve peak in the 
presence of cDNA template, and showed no or late amplification (>cycle 40) when 
cDNA template or reverse transcriptase was omitted from the cDNA synthesis reaction !
(negative controls).! 
 
In situ hybridization 
To confirm the presence of ora mRNA in the olfactory epithelium of A. burtoni, we 
performed in situ hybridization as described previously (Butler and Maruska, 2016; Field 
and Maruska, 2017). Briefly, commercially synthesized A. burtoni ora1-ora6 primers 
were used to generate a probe template by PCR amplification (see Table 4.2 for ISH 
primer sequences in 5’ to 3’). A transcription reaction was then used to incorporate DIG-
 Forward Reverse 
ora1 GTTCCTCTTCCTTTGGGTTC GTCTATCGGGCTAGTTTCATTC 
ora2 CTCTTCATGTTATGCCTCTCTC GCACACGATCTTTGCTTTG 
ora3 TCTCACCCTCATACTACTCTTC CGAGCAATGACCATCAGATAA 
ora4 TGGCCTTTGGACCTCTTA AGTGCAGGGACAGAGAAA 
ora5 CATCCGAACTCAAGCACTC CTGGACACCTCCACTACTAT 





Table 4.2. Primer sequences (5’ to 3’) for ISH probe design for ora1-ora6 
labeled nucleotides into the purified PCR template prior to probe purification. The probe 
was diluted 1:5 in hybridization buffer and stored at -20°C until use. Probes were 
transcribed using the T3 polymerase transcription initiation sequence 
(aattaaccctcactaaaggg) that was added to the reverse (for anti-sense probes) or forward 
(sense control probes) primer. 
! 
 Slides with OE sections were brought to room temperature, rinsed in 1xPBS (3x5 
min), fixed10 min in 4% PFA in 1xPBS, rinsed in 1xPBS (2x5 min), incubated 10 min in 
proteinase K (PK) solution, rinsed with 1xPBS for 10 minutes, fixed with 4% PFA for 20 
min, rinsed again with 1xPBS (2x5 min), and then rinsed with milliQ water followed by 
incubation in 0.1M triethanolamine-HCl (pH 8.0) with 0.25% acetic anhydride (1:400 
final concentration) for 10 minutes. Slides were then rinsed with 1xPBS for 5 min prior to 
incubation in pre-warmed hybridization buffer for 2-3 hours in a sealed humidified 
chamber at 60-65ºC. Then hybridization of the tissue with DIG (digoxigenin)-labeled 
probe at 60-65ºC was done in a sealed humidified chamber overnight (13-18 hrs). 
Sections were washed at 60-65ºC in 2X sodium citrate chloride (SSC):50% Formamide 
(2x 30 mins), 1:1 mixture of 2X SSC: maleate buffer (MABT) (2 x 15 mins), and then 
 Forward Reverse 
ora1 GTTCCTCTTCCTTTGGGTTC GTCTATCGGGCTAGTTTCATTC 
ora2 CTCTTCATGTTATGCCTCTCTC GCACACGATCTTTGCTTTG 
ora3 TCTCACCCTCATACTACTCTTC CGAGCAATGACCATCAGATAA 
ora4 TGGCCTTTGGACCTCTTA AGTGCAGGGACAGAGAAA 
ora5 CATCCGAACTCAAGCACTC CTGGACACCTCCACTACTAT 





MABT (2 x 10 min). Slides were then washed with MABT at room temperature (2 x 10 
min), and non-specific binding was blocked with MABT containing 2% bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) for three hours at room temperature. Slides were then incubated with 
anti-DIG antibody (Sigma Aldrich/Roche, St Louis, MO, USA) at 1:5000 in blocking 
solution (MABT with 2% BSA) at 4ºC overnight in humidified chamber. Slides were 
rinsed with MABT (3 X 30 min) at room temperature, followed by washes with Alkaline 
Phosphatase (AP) buffer (2 x 5 min), and then developed in the dark at 37ºC with nitro-
blue tetrazolium / 5-bromo-4-chloro-3’-indolyphosphate (NBT/BCIP) (Sigma 
Aldrich/Roche, St Louis, MO, USA) in AP buffer for 2-5 hrs. Following development, 
slides were rinsed with 1xPBS (3x5 min), fixed with 4% PFA for 10 minutes, rinsed with 
1xPBS (3x5 min), and mounted with aqueous mounting media (Aqua-mount, Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 
Immunohistochemistry 
 To identify crypt cells in the OE, we used the established crypt cell marker s100 
(Germana et al., 2004; Germana et al., 2008; Biechl et al., 2016). !S100 is a calcium 
binding protein present throughout the vertebrate nervous system, with a quite complex 
role as activator protein as well as a calcium buffer (Donato, 2003). Despite the vast 
functions, S100 exclusively labels crypt cells in adult zebrafish (Germana et al., 2004; 
Oka et al., 2012), but also labels small subpopulations of mORNs in larval zebrafish 
(Biechl et al., 2016). The precise function of S100 in crypt cells is not known, but is 
assumed to be involved in signal transduction (Biechl et al., 2016).!
Slides with sectioned OE were brought to room temperature, rinsed in 1XPBS 





bovine serum, 0.3% triton-x, and 10% goat serum for 2 hours at room temperature. 
Sections were then incubated with polyclonal rabbit anti-s100 antibody (Dako cat 
#Z0311) in blocking solution (final concentration 1:200) overnight at 4°C. Sections were 
rinsed in 1XPBS (3x10min), incubated with Alexa-flour 488 goat anti-rabbit fluorescent 
secondary antibody in 1XPBS (final concentration 1:400) with 10% NGS for 2 hours at 
room temperature, rinsed in 1XPBS (3x10min), rinsed in distilled water and 
coverslipped with DAPI fluorogel. 
Statistical analysis 
Expression of reference genes (eef1a and arp) was analyzed to ensure no 
differences among compared groups. Dominant and subordinate males were compared 
using t-test and females were compared using One-way ANOVA. Data that could not be 
transformed to pass normality were compared using non-parametric analyses (One-way 
ANOVA on Ranks). mRNA levels of all six ora genes were normalized to the geometric 
mean of the two reference genes, eef1a and arp. Using body size (standard length) as a 
covariate, relative expression of each ora was compared between dominant and 
subordinate males using Students t-test and among gravid, ovulated, and brooding 
females using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) in SPSS 19. Bonferroni corrections for 
multiple comparisons were not used because they reduce statistical power while 
increasing the chance of type II errors, particularly with small sample size. While they do 
reduce type I errors, the effects of statistical power can mask potential biologically-









 We investigated whether relative expression of all six ora genes changed with 
social status (dominant and subordinate males) and reproductive state (gravid, ovulated 
and brooding females) using qRT-PCR with body size (standard length) as a co-variate. 
No difference in ora gene expression was observed between dominant and subordinate 
male for any of the 6 ora genes (Students t-test, P>0.05 for all) (Figure 4.1). Among 
females, ovulated females had higher expression of ora2 (ANCOVA F(3, 26) = 6.409, P= 
0.003), ora5 (ANCOVA F(3, 25) = 1.364; P= 0.050) and ora6 (ANCOVA F(3, 26) = 1.609; P= 
0.049) compared to gravid and brooding females (Figure 4.2). No differences were 
observed in expression of ora1 (ANCOVA F(3, 26) = 1.437; P= 0.231), ora3 (ANCOVA F(3, 






Figure 4.1. Expression of ora genes in the OE did not differ between dominant 
and subordinate males.  Box plots were used to represent data: data median is 
represented by solid line and data mean is represented by a dashed line. The 
box extends to the furthest data points within the 25th and 75th percentile, and 
whiskers extend to the 10th and 90th percentiles. Closed circles represent values 
outside the 10th and 90th percentile. Sample sizes (number of animals) are shown 
in parentheses. There were no differences between dominant and subordinate 










































































































































Figure 4.2. Ovulated females have greater expression of 3 ora genes in the OE 
compared to gravid and brooding females.  Ovulated females express higher levels 
of ora2, ora5, and ora6 compared to gravid and brooding females. Different letters 
indicate significant differences at P<0.05. Box plots were used to represent data: 
data median is represented by solid line and data mean is represented by a dashed 
line. The box extends to the furthest data points within the 25th and 75th percentile, 
and whiskers extend to the 10th and 90th percentiles. Closed circles represent values 
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Figure 4.3. Example staining of ora genes in the OE of gravid A. burtoni females. 
Purple staining inside cells indicate ora expression. A), B), and C) shows ora4 
expression. D), E), and F) show ora1 expression.   
!
 
 Expression of ora genes in the OE was also verified by in situ hybridization 
(Figure 4.2). Cells expressing all ora’s were close to the apical surface and typically 
round in shape. Overall, expression of cells was sparse throughout the OE.  
Crypt cell expression 
 Crypt cells were identified in the olfactory epithelium of A. burtoni. Cell type was 
determined by positive staining for S100, location in the olfactory epithelium, and 
globose shape, all of which are consistent with identification of these cells in other fish 
species. Crypt cells were found in all adult groups (Figure 4.3). Quantification of crypt 
cell expression across reproductive state was attempted, but poor tissue quality and 






Figure 4.4. s100-expressing crypt cells (arrows) in the 
OE of A. burtoni. Section is counterstained with DAPI.  
!
However, improved protocols have been established and will be used to continue 
evaluating crypt cells in the OE of A. burtoni.  
Discussion 
In mammals, V1Rs located in the vomeronasal organ detect pheromones (Dulac 
and Axel, 1995; Mori, 2014). In cichlids, the presence of ora genes is characterized (Ota 
et al., 2012), but a direct functional role and whether or not there are changes in 
expression with social status or reproductive state has not been well investigated in any 
of the >30,000 fish species. Here, we examined the relative expression of all 6 ora 
genes (genes that encode ORA receptors in fishes), ora1-ora6 in dominant and 
subordinate males, and among gravid, ovulated and brooding females. Dominant and 
subordinate males did not differ in expression of any ora gene. However, this may be 
explained by subordinate males’ ability to retain some reproductive capacity, even with 
lower levels of circulating sex steroids. Indeed, subordinate males will engage in “sneak 





al., 2012). Thus, the ability for subordinate males to detect pheromones from receptive 
females would be advantageous. Further, since dominant males also use 
chemosensory signaling towards other males, ORAs may also function in detecting 
these male-released chemical signals. In males of other cichlid species, urine-released 
compounds also signal dominance status (Barata et al., 2007; Barata et al., 2008).  
Thus, ORAs may allow subordinate males to better detect which dominant males to 
challenge and potentially defeat to acquire a territory. Because the social environment 
for males is extremely dynamic, with frequent opportunities to rise in rank, it would be 
adaptive for both dominant and subordinate males to maintain ability to detect 
pheromones released from both males and females in the population. In fact, in vivo 
single-neuron recordings from the forebrain of A. burtoni done in our lab demonstrate 
that both dominant and subordinate males are responsive to odorants from males and 
females (Nikonov and Maruska, unpublished).  An alternative explanation for the lack of 
differences between male phenotypes may be that ora expression levels are too low in 
the OE to detect any changes.  
 Among females, ovulated females had higher expression of ora2, ora5, and ora6 
than gravid and brooding females, butexpression of ora1, ora3, and ora4 did not differ 
among females of any reproductive state. The higher expression of ora2, ora5, and ora6 
in ovulated females may be due to females being ready to spawn and therefore facilitate 
better detection of pheromones released from dominant males. While expression of 
ora1, ora3, and ora4 did not differ, it may be that overall expression of ora’s in general 
contributes to pheromone detection, instead of individual ora’s. Thus, the general higher 





them to better locate dominant males or to better identify male fitness characteristics 
based on olfactory signals.  
While ORAs are hypothesized to detect pheromones, their function and precise 
ligands remain unknown (Bazaes et al., 2013). Further, only ORA1 was shown to be 
responsive to putative pheromones in zebrafish (Behrens et al., 2014). In addition, the 
cell type(s) that express ora genes has yet to be characterized in fishes. It should be 
noted that in fishes different ORN types can express different types of G-protein 
coupled receptors. For example, ciliated ORNs expressing ORs are coupled to Gα-olf and 
microvillus ORNs expressing V2R-family receptors with Gαi, Gαo or Gαq (Hansen et al., 
2003; Hansen et al., 2004; Hansen and Zielinski, 2005). Thus differences in intracellular 
signaling cascades,  and post-translational modifications are likely to differ among ORN 
types.. Because we do not know the cell type(s) expressing ora receptors, it is possible 
that there are other mechanisms other than changes in ora receptor expression that 
could alter olfactory processing among males and females of different reproductive 
states.  
 While we hypothesized that changes in ora expression would be associated with 
different social and reproductive states in A. burtoni, an alternative hypothesis is that 
there is plasticity in density or distribution of specific ORNs. Because crypt cells are 
implicated in pheromone detection in several species, and also show changes in density 
and position in the OE with reproductive state (Hamdani el et al., 2008; Bazaes and 
Schmachtenberg, 2012; Bazaes et al., 2013), we used s100 IHC and verified that crypt 
neurons do exist in the A. burtoni OE.  While we attempted to quantify crypt cell 





at this time. However, the cells of the teleost OE are constantly renewed (Zeiske et al., 
1992), and a plastic expression of crypt cells with reproductive state or social status 
even in the short amount of time that A. burtoni males can change social status and 
reproductive potential (Maruska and Fernald, 2010a; Maruska et al., 2011; Maruska et 
al., 2013; Maruska, 2015) would not be surprising. Further studies quantifying crypt cell 
expression, as well as measuring depth within the OE may reveal differences in 
pheromone detection capabilities among social status and reproductive state. My 
research has provided a framework to do just this. We have identified crypt cell 
expression in this species, as well as a method for quantifying and determining depth 
within the OE. Further, double labeling for crypt cells and ora’s would provide further 
insight into peripheral pheromone detecting mechanisms. As reproduction is vital to 
species survival, understanding how pheromonal communication, which is important for 
coordinating reproductive events in many fish species, is crucial to understand how 
detection of sexually-relevant compounds has evolved across vertebrates.  
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 Despite the prevalence and importance of chemosensory communication 
across taxa (Sorensen, 1992; Chamero et al., 2012), there is still a paucity of 
information on where and how reproductive chemosensory signals are processed 
in higher brain centers to produce contextual behavioral responses. In addition, 
little is known about how chemosensory signals are integrated with other sensory 
channels and behavioral circuits. As reproduction is arguably the most important 
event in an animals’ life, understanding how chemosensory communication 
coordinates reproductive events is of fundamental biological importance. To truly 
understand chemosensory communication, studies of both signalers and 
receivers is crucial. My doctoral research investigated the use of urination in 
social communication, how relevant chemosensory signals are processed both 
peripherally (at the odor detection level) and centrally (higher brain centers), and 
how they are integrated with information from other important sensory channels 
to elicit appropriate behaviors that are vital for reproduction in the African cichlid 
fish, Astatotilapia burtoni. 
In Chapter 2, I provide direct evidence of gravid females using contextual 
urine release as a means of social communication. Females increased urination 
in both reproductive and aggressive interactions, similar to what is seen A. 
burtoni males (Maruska and Fernald, 2012). Thus, with both sexes of a single 
species demonstrating contextual urine release, I provide evidence for true 
reciprocal chemosensory communication in a single species, during both inter- 
and intra-sexual interactions. With over 30,000 extant species of fishes, more 
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studies are needed to gain better knowledge of how this form of communication 
is used among fishes. My research in Chapter 2 not only demonstrates 
reproductive and social chemosensory signaling within a species, but also 
provides information on how relevant brain regions process social information to 
make behavioral decisions in different social contexts. This study provides the 
framework to better understand how urine as a social signal has evolved, and 
also how conserved neural networks are involved in processing socially-relevant 
information to make behavioral decisions.  
 In Chapter 3, I investigate how dominant males respond to sexually-
relevant compounds released by females. While it has been well-established that 
Astatotilapia burtoni uses multimodal communication in various social 
interactions (Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Maruska et al., 2012; Butler and 
Maruska, 2015; 2016; Field and Maruska, 2017), how and where information 
from these various sensory signals are processed alone and when presented 
together to elicit different behavioral responses is poorly understood. I 
demonstrate that although visual signals are required for courtship displays, 
when paired with chemosensory signals, male courtship is dramatically 
increased. This demonstrates the importance of chemosensory signals for 
reproduction, as these courtship displays are crucial for successful mate choice 
and spawning. In addition, while smell alone is not sufficient for reproductive 
behaviors, olfactory signals alone do elicit robust searching behavior, 
demonstrating an important role in motivation and arousal. These experiments 
allow us to classify visual-olfactory signals as non-redundant modulatory signals. 
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As multimodal communication is prevalent across taxa (Bradbury and 
Vehrencamp; Partan and Marler, 1999), understanding how it is employed 
among fishes can provide important information on its evolution across 
vertebrates. Importantly, I also included anosmic males in these studies. While 
gustation has not been implicated in reproductive behaviors, many studies fail to 
include the proper tests to ensure behaviors are olfactory-mediated. This is 
especially important in fishes as chemosensory detecting cells vary in location on 
the head and trunk, and specific functions of various cells can vary across 
species (Hara, 1982; Hara, 1994). Including relevant treatments to properly 
isolate sensory systems when examining multimodal communication is 
imperative to this field of study. Further, I identify brain regions involved in 
processing uni- and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals. While 
processing of sexually-relevant olfactory signals is well-studied in mammals 
(Isogai et al., 2011; Chamero et al., 2012), relatively little is known about how the 
brain of fishes processes these crucial signals. In fact, how multimodal signals 
are processed and integrated in the brain has been deemed one of the top 10 
important unanswered questions in multimodal communication (Partan and 
Marler, 2005; Partan, 2013). Thus, my research in Chapter 3 provides knowledge 
on the use of multimodal signals and the different receiver responses to these 
signals, as well as important information on how these signals are centrally 
processed and integrated in the brain of receivers. 
 In Chapter 4, I investigate the presence of oras in the olfactory epithelium 
of Astatotilapia burtoni. While no differences in ora gene expression (the genes 
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encoding V1Rs) was observed between dominant and subordinate males, 
ovulated females had higher expression in half of the examined genes compared 
to gravid and brooding females. The lack of difference between male groups 
could be explained by the subordinate males retention of reproductive capacity in 
order to sneak spawn with females, or that detection of V1R-mediated odorants 
is consistent in males, despite their transitions in social rank (Maruska and 
Fernald, 2010a; Kustan et al., 2012). In addition, these receptors are present in 
much lower numbers than other odorant receptor classes in the teleost OE (Sato 
and Suzuki, 2001; Schmachtenberg, 2006), so it is possible the receptors exist at 
levels too low to detect changes with social status. Females, however, are 
incapable of spawning while brooding, providing less need for pheromone 
detection. In addition, previous studies have quantified crypt cell number and 
location in the OE, rather than ora expression, to investigate whether pheromone 
detection mechanisms change with reproductive state (Hamdani el et al., 2008; 
Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012; Biechl et al., 2016). I identified crypt cells in 
the A. burtoni OE for the first time and thus provide the framework for future 
studies to test whether crypt cell location or their density differs among various 
social and reproductive states. Indeed, in several fish species, crypt cell 
sensitivity and expression and/or location in the OE changes with age, breeding 
season, and social status (Schmachtenberg, 2006; Hamdani el et al., 2008; 
Vielma et al., 2008; Bazaes and Schmachtenberg, 2012). Thus, it may be that 
crypt cell expression, rather than ora expression, changes with reproductive 
potential in A. burtoni. In addition, pheromone detection at the level of the OE is 
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generally not well understood in fishes. My research lays the groundwork to 
further investigate the role of crypt cells and various receptors in detecting 
reproductively-relevant compounds. Further, as crypt cells have only been 
detected in fishes (Hansen and Finger, 2000), a better understanding of the role 
of crypt cells in reproductive plasticity will broaden our understanding of how 
pheromone-mediated communication may have evolved across vertebrates.  
Chemoreception is an ancient sense, and because it mediates crucial 
survival behaviors (feeding, reproduction, predator detection) across animals, 
identifying the neural substrates involved in olfactory processing of a model 
vertebrate is imperative to understand the evolution of these important signals. 
My doctoral research focused on understanding the neural correlates of 
chemosensory communication during social and reproductive interactions in the 
model system Astatotilapia burtoni, which has become an important model for 
studying social neuroscience (Maruska and Fernald, 2014; Maruska and Fernald, 
2018). Given the conserved nature of olfactory systems and the SDMN 
(O'Connell and Hofmann, 2011), my research helps expand understanding of 
general properties of chemoreception across all vertebrates, and how 
chemosensory signals are processed both at the periphery and centrally to 
produce context-appropriate behaviors. As in many species, Astatotilapia burtoni 
uses multiple sensory channels to coordinate reproductive events, but little is 
known about the relative importance and integration of multimodal information in 
any single species. I provide a comprehensive understanding of how 
chemosensory signals are used in various social contexts, and how they are 
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integrated with visual information in the brain of receivers to promote specific, 
adaptive behavioral decisions in receivers. I also classify visual-chemosensory 
signals as non-redundant modulatory signals based on different receiver 
responses to these signals alone and combined. By studying each of these 
sensory systems individually and understanding how they may be integrated 
together in behavioral centers of the brain, we can begin to identify conserved 
molecular, cellular, and physiological mechanisms of social behavior and 
reproduction. By understanding how sensory perception is linked to behavioral 
outputs, we can make incremental progress towards ultimately unraveling the 
mysteries of this ‘dark matter’ of social neuroscience.  
Remaining questions and future directions 
While the results of my doctoral research provide valuable insight to 
chemosensory-mediated social interactions, several important questions on this 
topic still remain. In Chapter 2 I provide important insights to socially-relevant 
chemosensory signaling and processing, but additional aspects of this important 
form of social communication have yet to be resolved in A. burotni. For example, 
might the use of contextual urine release change with reproductive state in 
females? In Chapter 2, I only used gravid females based on GSI, but ovulation 
state was not recorded, and this difference in reproductive potential could affect 
chemosensory signaling and social behavior in various contexts. Dominant males 
tend to court ovulated females more intensely than gravid females that have not 
ovulated, and GSI is not always a reliable indicator of ovulation (personal 
observations). Therefore, might ovulated females release more urine to better 
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indicate reproductive potential and readiness to spawn? Further, as levels of 
circulating sex steroids rise leading up to ovulation, the compounds released in 
the urine might also change, as hormonal metabolites serve as pheromones for 
several species as they are reliable indicators of reproductive fitness (Sorensen, 
1992; Stacey, 2011). This brings me to the arguably most pressing question 
arising from my doctoral research that spans chapter topics. What are the 
relevant compounds released in the urine acting as pheromones in A. burtoni? 
While we know that the olfactory system of A. burtoni is sensitive to conjugated, 
but not unconjugated steroids (Cole and Stacey, 2006b), it is unknown what 
compounds are actually released in the urine, or in what relative amounts. 
Further, how might composition (what compounds are released and in what 
relative amounts) of urine change with social and/or reproductive state? We have 
started collaborations with one of the top researchers in this field, Dr. Peter 
Sorensen to  to tease apart these questions. Dr. Sorensen has been involved in 
several aspects of developing the most well understood fish models of 
pheromone communication coordinating reproductive events in teleosts: the 
goldfish (Sorensen, 1992; Stacey, 2011; Sato and Sorensen, 2018). As A. 
burtoni exhibits highly plastic and dramatically different behavioral, physiological, 
and physical phenotype with changing social status, investigating not only 
generation of these signals, but also how central processing and behavioral 
responses to relevant compounds may change with social status or reproductive 
state would provide valuable insight into pheromonal communication in fishes, as 
well as across vertebrates.  
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In Chapter 3, I determined behavioral responses and neural activation 
patterns in A. burtoni males exposed to to uni- and multimodal visual-
chemosensory signals from receptive females. As previously described, both 
males and females increase urination in reproductive and aggressive interactions 
(Maruska and Fernald, 2012; Field and Maruska, 2017). In addition to engaging 
in reproductive displays to entice females to enter territories to spawn, males 
must also constantly defend these territories through aggressive interactions with 
other males (Fernald, 1977). Thus, how might dominant males responds to uni- 
and multimodal visual and chemosensory signals from rival males? And how 
might these signals from rival males be integrated with signals from other 
sensory modalities and processed in the brain to mediate aggressive behaviors? 
It is unlikely that the composition of urine would change between different social 
contexts (due to the constant balancing of these contexts in the natural 
environments). How the relevant compounds are processed in the brains of 
receivers in a reproductive context would assumedly be quite different than in 
animals detecting the same compounds in the very different context of 
aggression. In addition, we know that dominant males increase urination to other 
rival males (Maruska and Fernald, 2012), but how these signals are employed in 
aggressive interactions remain to be determined. For example, are they used in 
opponent assessment during fighting in a manner similar to mechanosensory 
signals (Butler and Maruska, 2015; 2016)? Further, would elimination of 
chemosensory signaling during fights affect fight structure, or even possibly the 
outcome? Further, understanding how these signals mediate aggressive 
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interactions, which are linked to reproductive success as aggressive males who 
successfully defend territories are more likely to spawn with females, would 
provide a better understanding of urine as a general social signal in fishes and 
across taxa. Finally, do male urinary signals induce physiological changes in 
females? In goldfish, hormonal pheromones induce robust changes in circulating 
hormones (Sorensen, 1992; Stacey, 2003; 2011; Kawaguchi et al., 2014) and 
detection of putative pheromones in zebrafish induce oviposition (Behrens et al., 
2014). In fact, detection of hormonal pheromones is crucial for coordinating 
successful reproduction in goldfish, and without them spawning often fails 
(Kawaguchi et al., 2014). While likely less vital to reproductive success in A. 
burtoni, might a similar physiological response be elicited by reproductive 
pheromonal compounds? In Chapter 3, I did not find any changes in circulating 
levels of the two steroids measured. But as previously mentioned, dominant 
males have levels already close to physiological maximum (Parikh et al., 2006; 
Maruska and Fernald, 2010a; b). However, might male urinary pheromones 
induce changes of circulating sex steroids in females priming them to spawn? 
Indeed, this effect is observed in the closely related species, Mozambique tilapia 
(Keller-Costa et al., 2014) so a similar mechanism may be at work in A. burtoni.  
In general, the receptors and ligands responsible for detecting 
pheromones in fishes are not well elucidated (Kotrschal, 2000; Bazaes et al., 
2013; Silva and Antunes, 2017). In addition to what I have proposed for future 
studies in Chapter 4 (quantification and localization of crypt cells in the OE), 
determining what cells detect pheromones in A. burtoni is of great interest. As 
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already highlighted, A. burtoni uses pheromone signals to communicate, and the 
OE is sensitive to conjugated steroids (Cole and Stacey, 2006a), but what ORN 
types are responsible for detecting these sexually-relevant compounds? Double 
labeling for activation markers and specific ORN markers in the OE in response 
to stimulation with various odorants would allow us to determine ORN types 
activated by relevant compounds, or mixtures of compounds. In addition, the 
overarching question of what compounds are released would again allow us 
address further questions of this nature. How are released compounds detected 
at the periphery, and might this mechanism of detection and processing change 
with social status or reproductive state? Indeed, Nikonov et al. recently 
demonstrated that sensitivity to amino acids changes with reproductive state in 
both males and females of A. burtoni (Nikonov et al., 2017). Thus, if sensitivity is 
changing, is receptor expression responsible, or cell type, or both? While several 
patch clamp, calcium imaging, and electrophysiological studies have investigated 
this topic, results from freely behaving animals would provide even more 
information on how these relevant compounds are processed to mediate 
behavioral responses. Even without determining the identity of urine-released 
compounds, stimulating with different odorant classes (i.e. conditioned water, 
food odorants, etc.) to investigate which tell types are activated would provide 
vital information on ORN function in A. burtoni, which is currently only well 
understood in a few species (Bazaes et al., 2013), but appears to differ between 
species investigated thus far. 
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In comparison to mammalian models, social and reproductive 
communication and processing of relevant sensory signals are not generally well 
understood in fishes. The plastic behavioral and physiological repertoire, ease of 
social manipulation, and sequenced genome make A. burtoni an ideal model to 
investigate all of these questions. Further, they are excellent for studying 
evolution and speciation as they are endemic to Lake Tanganikya of the African 
Rift valley lakes, and part of the species flock thought to give rise to all cichlid 
species in Lakes Malawai and Victoria. My research has provided the framework 
to expand our knowledge of socially-relevant chemosensory communication in 
both senders and receivers of these important signals. Indeed, A. burtoni is 
already a well-established model system for social neuroscience, and will no 
doubt only become a more valuable model for research in the fields of animal 
behavior, social communication, behavioral neuroscience, and countless others. 
As fishes make up more than 50% of all vertebrates with over 30,000 extant 
species, understanding behavioral and neural correlates of social communication 
in teleost fishes will provide an evolutionary perspective towards understanding 
how adaptive reproductive signals are perceived and processed by the 
vertebrate brain across taxa. 
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